CITY OF

PORTLAND, OREGON

OFFICIAL
MINUTES

A REGULAR MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND,
OREGON WAS HELD THIS 18th DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2019 AT 9:30 A.M.
THOSE PRESENT WERE: Mayor Wheeler, Presiding; Commissioners Fish,
Fritz and Hardesty, 4.
OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE: Karla Moore-Love, Clerk of the Council; Robert
Taylor, Chief Deputy City Attorney; and Dorothy Elmore and Tania Kohlman,
Sergeants at Arms.
Item No. 878 was pulled for discussion and on a Y-4 roll call, the balance of the
Consent Agenda was adopted.
COMMUNICATIONS
869

870

871

872

873

Request of Leslie Kochan to address Council regarding Zenith's
transport of tar sands into Portland (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Laurie King to address Council regarding Zenith's
transport of tar sands into Portland (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Elijah Cetas to address Council regarding fossil fuel
infrastructure (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Dineen O'Rourke to address Council regarding the
findings of three and a half months of talking to Portlanders about
the threats of Zenith crude oil in Portland (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

Request of Stan Herman to address Council regarding being
honest with your constituents and why you refuse to answer the
question (Communication)

PLACED ON FILE

TIMES CERTAIN
874

875

TIME CERTAIN: 9:45 AM – Proclaim September 2019 to be
Recovery Month (Proclamation introduced by Mayor Wheeler) 30
minutes requested
TIME CERTAIN: 10:15 AM – 2019 Portland Insights Survey Final
Report (Report introduced by Mayor Wheeler) 30 minutes
requested
Motion to accept the report: Moved by Hardesty and seconded
by Fish.
(Y-4)

PLACED ON FILE

ACCEPTED

September 18, 2019
876

TIME CERTAIN: 10:45 AM – Appeal of Raymond Burse, Sr. and
Raymond Burse, Jr. against the Hearings Officer’s decision to
revoke the land use approval for a Type B Accessory Short-Term
Rental use, limited to three bedrooms and six guests, within the
existing house located at 2946 NE 9th Ave (Previous Agenda 822;
Findings; Report introduced by Mayor Wheeler; LU 18-118937 CU)
5 minutes requested
Motion to deny the appeal, uphold the decisions of the Hearings
Officer and adopt the findings: Moved by Fish and seconded by
Fritz. (Y-3; Hardesty absent)

FINDINGS
ADOPTED

CONSENT AGENDA – NO DISCUSSION
Mayor Ted Wheeler
Office of Management and Finance
*877

*878

Pay bodily injury claim of Ion Butuc in the sum of $38,352 resulting
from a motor vehicle collision involving the Portland Police Bureau
(Ordinance)
(Y-4)
Pay bodily injury lawsuit of Daniel Martinez in the sum of $15,000
involving Portland Police Bureau (Ordinance)

189700
189705

REGULAR AGENDA
Mayor Ted Wheeler
Office of Management and Finance
*S-879

Create a new represented classification of Facilities Worker and
establish an interim compensation rate for this classification
(Second Reading Agenda 837)
Motion to accept substitute: Moved by Wheeler and seconded
by Hardesty, without objection.
(Y-4)

SUBSTITUTE

189703

Commissioner Chloe Eudaly
Office of Community & Civic Life
*880

Authorize an Intergovernmental Agreement with Portland State
University to conduct disability engagement and equity research
not to exceed $75,000 (Ordinance) 15 minutes requested

RESCHEDULED TO
SEPTEMBER 25, 2019
AT 9:30 AM

Commissioner Amanda Fritz
*881

Authorize an Intergovernmental Agreement with the State of
Oregon for Administrative Review Services related to the Open
and Accountable Elections Program (Ordinance)
(Y-4)
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Water Bureau
882

Authorize a construction contract with Northbank Civil and Marine,
Inc. in the estimated amount of $4 million for the investigation and
repairs of a subdrain in the Bull Run Dam 2 Spillway under the
auspices of a Declaration of an Emergency per ORS 279C.335
Competitive bidding; exceptions and PCC 5.33.130 (Ordinance)

REFERRED TO
COMMISSIONER OF
PUBLIC UTILITIES

Commissioner Nick Fish
Bureau of Environmental Services
883

884

Authorize a competitive solicitation and contract to procure
electrical switchgear and medium-voltage substation transformers
for the Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant Project
No. E10897 for an estimated amount of $3.5 million (Second
Reading Agenda 860)
(Y-4)

189701

Authorize a competitive solicitation and contract with the lowest
responsible bidder and provide payment for construction of the
Columbia Slough Outfall 100 Drainage Retrofits for Water Quality
Project No. E10689 for an estimated cost of $1,760,000 (Second
Reading Agenda 861)
(Y-4)

189702

At 12:00 p.m., Council recessed.
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A RECESSED MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND,
OREGON WAS HELD THIS 18th DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2019 AT 2:00 P.M.
THOSE PRESENT WERE: Mayor Wheeler, Presiding; Commissioners Fritz
and Hardesty, 3.
OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE: Karla Moore-Love, Clerk of the Council; Naomi
Sheffield, Deputy City Attorney; and Rafael Duenas and John Paolazzi,
Sergeants at Arms.
885

TIME CERTAIN: 2:00 PM – Proclaim September 15 to October 15,
2019 to be Latinx Heritage Month (Proclamation introduced by
Mayor Wheeler and Commissioner Fritz) 45 minutes requested

PLACED ON FILE

At 2:31 p.m., Council adjourned.
THURSDAY, 2:00 PM, SEPTEMBER 19, 2019
DUE TO LACK OF AGENDA THERE WAS NO
THURSDAY 2:00 PM MEETING

MARY HULL CABALLERO
Auditor of the City of Portland
Digitally signed by

Karla
Karla Moore-Love
2020.04.27
Moore-Love Date:
13:21:20 -07'00'
By Karla Moore-Love
Clerk of the Council

For a discussion of agenda items, please consult the following Closed Caption File.
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Closed Caption File of Portland City Council Meeting
This file was produced through the closed captioning process for the televised City
Council broadcast and should not be considered a verbatim transcript.
Key: ***** means unidentified speaker.
September 18, 2019

9:30 AM

Wheeler: Good morning everybody. Welcome to Portland city hall. This is the wednesday,
september 18, 2019 morning session of the Portland city council. Good morning, Karla,
please call the roll.
Hardesty: Here. Eudaly: Fritz: Here. Fish: Here.
Wheeler: Here. And now we will hear from robert on the rules of conduct. Thank you.
Good morning, robert.
Robert Taylor, Chief Deputy City Attorney: Thank you, mayor. Welcome to the Portland
city council. The council represents all Portlanders and meets to do the city's business.
The presiding officer preserves order and decorum during the city council meetings so
everyone can feel welcomed, comfortable, respected and safe. To participate in the
council meetings you may sign up in advance with the council clerk's office for
communications to briefly speak about any subject. You may also sign up for public
testimony on resolutions or the first readings of ordinances. Your testimony should address
the matter being considered at the time. If it does not, you may be ruled out of order. When
testifying, please state your name for the record. Your address is not necessary. Please
disclose if you are a lobbyist. If you are representing an organization, please identify it. The
presiding officer determines the length of testimony. Individuals generally have three
minutes to testify unless otherwise stated. When you have 30 seconds left, a yellow light
goes on, when your time is done, a red light goes on. If you are in the audience and would
like to show your support for something that is said, please feel free to do a thumbs up. If
you want to express that you do not support something, please feel free to do a thumb's
down. Please remain seated in council chambers unless entering or exiting. If you are
filming the proceedings, please do not use bright lights or disrupt the meeting. Disruptive
conduct such as shouting or interrupting testimony or council deliberations will not be
allowed. If there are disruptions, a warning will be given that further disruption may result in
the person being ejected for the remainder of the meeting. After being ejected, a person
who fails to leave the meeting is subject to arrest for trespass. Thank you for helping your
fellow Portlanders feel welcome, comfortable, respected and safe.
Wheeler: Very good. Thank you, robert. And Karla, it's my understanding the first four
people on communications would like to come up together.
Moore-Love: All right. I can read those four. Yes.
Item 869
Item 870: Laurie King is ill and Elijah Cetas has requested to speak for her.
Item 871: Elijah Cetas has given his spot to Dr. Theodora Tsongas.
Item 872
Moore-Love: If you want to come on up?
Wheeler: Good morning, if you could restate your name for the record, please.
Leslie Kochan, Portland Jobs with Justice: How is this?
Wheeler: That's perfect. Thank you. You bet, thank you.
Kochan: Good, okay. So, hi, my name is leslie kochan. I am here today on behalf of
climate jobs, a project of Portland jobs with justice. Climate jobs urges the city of Portland
to fully integrate the needs of workers into it’s climate change planning and implementation
process. We have three recommendations. First the city's climate action plan and climate
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emergency resolution should acknowledge workers who are on the front line of climate
change. These workers include those who are exposed to dangerous air emissions and
spills due to their work in fossil fuel or fossil fuel dependent industries. They include
petrochemical workers, diesel equipment operators, and asphalt paving workers, among
others, and they include those workers who are adversely affected by hotter weather and
extreme weather events. For instance, construction workers, letter carriers, firefighters,
and responders to flood waters that may contain hazardous materials and pathogens.
Second recommendation, the action plan and emergency resolution should acknowledge
front line workers who are in need of a just transition. We laud the city for its support of a
green new deal with a just transition for workers in its emergency resolution section m.
However, elsewhere in these documents, workers are not included as members of the just
transition community. This omission of workers is ironic, as the term, just transition, comes
from the labor movement. In 1993, oil chemical and atomic workers union leaders tony
masonky coined the expression, superfund for workers. This was based on his
understanding that workers should not be abandoned as jobs are lost during the transition
away from unhealthy and dangerous industries. In 1997, the oil chemical and atomic
workers union endorsed the term "just transition," in lieu of superfund for workers. Third
recommendation, the city of Portland should bring labor unions to the table to develop
plans and strategies that support front line workers. Labor has a role to play in the creation
of a stronger and more inclusive climate plan and emergency resolution. Labor has the
expertise necessary to develop robust health and safety strategies for those workers who
face dangerous exposures and extreme weather. The city should commit to working on
such a strategy. Labor has the knowledge to assist the city with its role in a just transition
for workers as part of the green new deal. The city's support for implementation of the
Portland clean energy fund is but one example of how cities can support meaningful
change that will benefit all front line groups and should serve as a positive starting point for
future efforts. Thank you for considering our comments.
Wheeler: Thank you, and those are excellent comments. I appreciate it. Commissioner
hardesty.
Hardesty: Excuse me, mayor?
Wheeler: Commissioner Hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you so much for those comments. I just want to correct one thing you
said. It wasn’t the city that did the Portland clean energy fund. It was the people of the city
of Portland.
Kochan: No, I just wanted to thank the city for supporting that effort, though, in the form of
the city of Portland staff, in particular, and the process that's going on now. But thank you,
yes, I know a lot of front line organizations led that effort.
Wheeler: Great, thank you. And could I get a copy of your written comments, either by
email or if you have happen to have an extra set today?
Kochan: Yes, I can leave it.
Wheeler: If you would not mind leaving it with Karla, then we can all get a copy. That
would be great.
Kochan: I will do that.
Wheeler: I appreciate it.
Kochan: Thank you.
Wheeler: Good morning. Welcome.
Dr. Theodora Tsongas, Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility: Hi. Good
morning, mayor and commissioners. I am dr. Theodora tsongas. I’m speaking on behalf of
Oregon physicians for social responsibility and the center for sustainability economy, to
call your attention to the health effects of exposure to methyl diphenyl isocyanate or mdi.
Zenith plans to apply for a permit to the city of Portland to build a pipeline to transfer mdi
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under front avenue. Mdi is a member of the family of hazardous chemical, isocyanates.
Most famous is these is methyl isocyanate gas. The material released in bhopal india in
1984, which killed 3,800 people and harmed many thousands more. Concern raised by
that devastating incident about lack of community preparedness, communication, and
knowledge and preparation for industrial accidents resulted in the passing of the federal
emergency planning and community right to know act. Also, known as SARA title three.
This law is designed to help local communities protect public health safety and the
environment from chemical hazards. Mdi is a diisocyanate. Diisocyanates are highly
reactive compounds used in the production of polyurethane foams, elastomers, paints and
adhesives. They are skin and lung sensitizers, and are one of the most important causes
of occupational asthma worldwide. Mdi binds to dna and has been shown to induce gene
mutations and chromosomal damage. A metabolite of mdi, methylenedianiline has been
found in mdi exposed humans and is a carcinogen. Exposure can occur by inhalation and
also by absorption through the skin. Sensitization may result from a single high exposure
or intermittent low exposures. People who become sensitized to mdi may experience life
threatening asthma attacks when subsequently exposed to even extremely low levels of
isocyanates. Do-it-yourselfers without appropriate personal protection are also at risk from
these products. We must also consider possible differential effects on the health of infants,
children, and other sensitive populations who might be at greater risk of exposure or be
more sensitive to toxins than healthy adults. In view of these health concerns, it's
incumbent upon the city to give careful consideration before approving a permit that would
allow zenith to build a pipeline for mdi. There would always be the risk of accidental or
intentional releases of mdi during the storage, or transport of materials to or from the
zenith facility in Portland. We do not want to run the risk of becoming the next Bhopal. The
city must consider requiring companies engaged in moving toxic or flammable materials
through the city to report to city officials the exact amounts and type of materials that are
being moved prior to moving them. This minimal level of public disclosure is necessary to
save lives and it should be required here in Portland. Thank you for your consideration of
our concerns.
Wheeler: Thank you, Dr. Tsongas. We appreciate it. Good morning.
Ella Shriner, Portland Youth Climate Council: Good morning. My name is ella shriner.
I’m 17 years old, a senior at grant high school and a founding member of the Portland
youth climate council.
Dineen O’Rourke, 350 PDX: And good morning. My name is dineen o'rourke. I am 24
years old. I’m an organizer with 350 pdx in the sunrise movement.
Shriner: Four years ago we were inspired when Portland enacted resolutions opposing
fossil fuel infrastructure and oil trains, the first of their kind in the nation. We felt real hope. I
was right here when that happened, testifying in support of these resolutions to the city
council and when it passed unanimously, I felt true pride for my city.
O’Rourke: But now, mayor and commissioners, we wonder what that all meant. We now
have a houston-based company importing tar sands oil mined destructively on native
territory known to many as alberta, canada, and coming into our city on bomb trains that
could explode at any moment. We know you all know these threats, and many of you are
working hard to try to stop this company from doing business in our city. We thank you for
your efforts so far, but we need more.
Shriner: I want to take a moment to congratulate you, mayor wheeler on being selected as
a speaker at the c40 mayors’ summit in copenhagen next month. This is a great honor.
However I do not believe that any city or mayor can be described as a climate leader if the
most polluting form of energy on the entire planet is still allowed to be imported by train
and stored for export within our own city. It's that simple. The city of Portland is committing
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a crime by allowing zenith to operate in our city for this long. This is nothing to receive
accolades about.
O’Rourke: We need you to take risks that seem unimaginable for a city government to do.
This is what these times demand of us. We need you to accept that you could be sued by
this company and take that risk anyway. Is the threat of thousands of Portlanders being
vaporized by an oil train derailment greater than the threat of a lawsuit? What are our lives
and our futures worth?
Shriner: So in two days, we will be back. With thousands more behind us, adults and
students, people of all ages going on strike from our day-to-day lives to demand bold,
creative, and courageous action to stop this crisis. That is what I have seen this council do
before, four years ago, and that's what I need to see you all do again now.
O’Rourke: Our community is standing behind us, in this room right now, and across this
region echoing the call to stop zenith now. We today are presenting to you 6,436 names
and also 500 more just mailed to us this morning, all gathered by community members
across the region who, for months, had face-to-face conversations with thousands upon
thousands of people, educating them about this issue, and the city's responsibility to stop
it.
Shriner: Are you looking for a way to stand in solidarity with us on friday while we are
striking? We, along with all 6,936 of these people here urge you to deny any upcoming
permits that zenith applies for and issue an immediate stop work order on zenith
operations.
O’Rourke: We will see you here in two days.
Shriner: Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you. Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: I just wanted to thank you so much. I am so proud that we have young people
who are leading in our climate crisis and I appreciated you being here. I appreciate your
knowledge about the need for us to do something bold. We absolutely agree. We should,
we need to do something bold. But we also have to do things that are legal, right? And of
course, I just want you to know that we are looking into every opportunity that we have to
make Oregon the most unattractive place for companies like zenith to operate in, right?
So, thank you for being here. Just know we’re on it. Even though you are not seeing it or
hearing it, know that we are working on this. Okay. Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Thank you, and I remember that day four years ago, too. We knew that we were
facing an uphill battle because we don't regulate the railroads, and with the federal
government in the state it is, we are not only want to do something legal, because we’re
not afraid of getting sued. We've been sued almost -- we get sued all the time, in fact,
sometime -- we won on the not expanding -Wheeler: That’s true.
Fritz: Fossil fuel infrastructure. We need to do things that are actually going to be effective,
and so we cannot stop the trains from coming in. I encourage you to continue doing what
you’re doing and raising the visibility, raising more people to speak out about this, because
there’s a great power in public shaming and public outrage, as well as in government’s
actions that, as, from our end, we’re doing what we can, so thank you for the 6,000
signatures, for making people aware of this. We are in a climate emergency, and I
appreciate that you are doing your part, and we will do ours.
Wheeler: A quick, a couple of quick points. I wasn’t going to talk on communications
today, I promised. But this, this is a really important issue. It's an important week, and I
appreciate our young people being here, I appreciate our experienced dedicated people
who have been fighting this battle for many years being here, as well. Number one, with
regard to the climate emergency declaration, we were actually going to pass that today.
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That was the original plan. We wanted it to coincide with this, this global movement. But an
interesting thing happened. As people saw the emergency declaration, they said wait a
minute, we want to participate. And so we’ve seen a broader and broader array of
community groups, organizations, leaders, community members and others wanting to
participate in this, and provide specific action steps along the lines of the kind that you
proposed around labor, which by the way, I am receiving very well. I think those are really
good ideas. So what we, we decided we would slow it down a bit. It wouldn’t be ready this
week. We’ll take a little more time. We are going to include more community organizations,
and that includes a lot of people who historically not had the opportunity to participate in
the development of these kinds of declarations, and there is a real hunger for them to be
more specific and action oriented so we decided it was worth it to slow it down to include
more people and frankly generate more enthusiasm in the community for the work we’re,
we are trying to do. You also raised the question of what happened after my colleagues
passed the 2016 ordinance limiting the expansion of fossil fuels. What happened was key
components of it were remanded by the courts back to city hall. I’m pleased to say our
legal counsel, including robert sitting over there in the box, had been working very hard on
it, and in the very near future we will be bringing back a, a new ordinance that we believe
addresses the legal questions for which it was remanded back to city hall so we have not
forgotten about it. We haven’t given up on it, and I am bringing it back, and I wanted you to
know that. We appreciate you being here. There is a lot of people here in the audience
who are also here supporting your comments, and I thank you for your leadership. I thank
you for the action you are engaged in on friday. I’m sorry, I personally will not be here but
you have my support, and I am really proud and appreciative of what you are doing to
raise awareness for these important issues. One more thing, and then I will stop,
colleagues. I had the privilege of meeting with, I think, it was about 45 students late last
week. They were predominantly from lincoln high school, but there was a contingent of
young people who had come from germany. And what they all had in common was they
were taking courses on environmental justice. And they wanted to come to me and
express their opinions and their thoughts with regard to the climate situation, the climate
emergency, zenith, the work that we are doing around fossil fuel ordinances, and what
they underscored to a person regardless of what their specific objectives were, it was the
sense of urgency. The sense of immediacy, that you have expressed here. The need to
think bolder, the need to be willing to take risks, and I want you to know that I heard that
message. I hear it today. I heard it then and I understand that message, and I appreciate
you bringing it here today to underscore it again. Thank you all. Appreciate it very much.
And I am going to keep the signatures. They are nicely boxed, by the way. I appreciate
that. We’ll put them in a prominent location up in the mayor's office for all to see. Thank
you. Karla, I believe we have one more individual on communications.
Item 873
Wheeler: Is stan here?
Fish: Let's go on.
Wheeler: What?
Fish: Let’s move forward.
Wheeler: Is he not here?
Moore-Love: He's here. He did not get a seat. He's coming.
Wheeler: Oh he’s coming from downstairs, upstairs.
[inaudible whispering]
Wheeler: Ok, very good. Good morning, stan.
Stan Herman: Good morning, Mr. mayor. I think we are probably getting a little tired of
this. It wasn’t a good soccer game the other night either, was it.
Fritz: It was good to see you there, Stan.
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Herman: Like I stated before, you know, I’ve got to switch this from a business
communication to a political agenda. Something that happened a few weeks ago, the city
of Portland bds, mr. Schumacher asked for my company to provide him some information
to bds and the fire department, and the meeting regarding the extraction processes and to
educate them of the process. My top management responded, and we went and met with
bds and 23 people to go over issues and clear up some questions that the bds had. I get
no response from their top manager, the mayor and the council members, when I have a
need. I want you to be honest with your constituents, third and four months now, Portland,
Oregon, mayor, council commissioners will not answer their constituents questions. As of
september 18th, today, 464 days ago, mr. Mayor, you said that you would arrange a
meeting with me and a city representative for the police department -Wheeler: Stan, I met, I’m sorry to interrupt, but as you know, I did meet with you. I met
with you.
Herman: Can I finish?
Wheeler: Go for it.
Herman: You said you would arrange a meeting with me and the attorney from the police
department. We did meet. That did not happen. Why no meeting? You did have me meet
with commissioner robert king, and we started off with some great conversation, a great
meeting. But, the last email I sent him on july 30th, 2019 was received and not answered. I
just want you to be honest with your constituents and tell me, all the constituents watching
this meeting why you are not giving me an opinion to my question. Who would like to
respond first?
Wheeler: Does that complete your testimony?
Herman: Yes, sir.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Fish: Thank you.
Wheeler: All right, next up is the consent agenda. Karla, have any items been pulled?
Commissioner Fritz?
Moore-Love: Yes, we’ve had -Fritz: I just, Mr. Herman, I have copies of my response which I can give you, and I
responded three times.
Wheeler: And I could send them again, but it’s going to fall on deaf ears. No items have
been pulled off the consent agenda?
Item 878
Moore-Love: Yes 878 was pulled by dan handelman.
Wheeler: Very good, please call the roll on the remainder of the consent agenda.
Hardesty: Here, uh yes. [laughter] Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye.
Wheeler: I am also here, and I vote Aye. [gavel pounded] The consent agenda is adopted.
Item 874
Wheeler: Next item please is first time certain item 874. Colleagues, today we have a -Fritz: Could we just wait for a second because people are moving around.
Wheeler: Oh I’m sorry, yeah, sure.
Hardesty: Moving in, moving out.
Wheeler: Changing in the dark.
Fish: Mayor, should we invite people forward while we are waiting?
Wheeler: Yes, why don't we go ahead doing this.
Fish: Mike Marshall?
Wheeler: This is somewhat different and exciting because Oregon recovers is sponsoring
this proclamation to bring awareness around Oregon's rankings forth in addiction rate and
50th in access to addiction treatment. They are building a coalition to help make Oregon a
recovery state, mayors in bend, medford, and eugene have all issued similar
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proclamations, and I know that Multnomah county is expected to take this up on the 19th.
So this is truly an organic community-led proclamation that's coming here, I think it's very
exciting, and we welcome our first speakers here. I also want to acknowledge that state
representative tawna sanchez is here, as well. We are appreciative of her leadership.
Thank you. Good morning.
Se-ah-dom Edmo: Good morning. My name is Se-ah-dom Edmo, and I am the co-chair of
Oregon recovers. I am here today to kind of act as our mc, I guess, for lack of a better
words. I am a child of a person in long-term recovery. My dad has been in recovery all my
life. He's originally from Celilo, and as many of you know, up the river, and I just want to
thank you on behalf of Oregon recovers for having -- for giving us some time on today's
agenda on behalf of many of your constituents, who are involved with Oregon recovers,
and I just would like to take a moment to acknowledge those folks in the room. If you are a
person in long-term recovery, I would love for you to please stand. [applause] Oregon
recovers was launched two years ago. We came together, and our main mission was to fix
the fractured and incomplete addiction recovery system, so we are made up of folks who
are in long-term recovery, their friends and family, and the folks who care for them, so our
treatment providers, our peer mentors, etc, and you know, as a daughter of a traditional
storyteller I like to say that words are important, and it's important to us that we say
fractured and incomplete and not failed or broken. We want to recognize that there are a
lot of providers out there who are doing hard work every day to save lives and recognize
those folks in their work, as well. But we all know that Oregon families and families
certainly in the Portland metropolitan area are hurting because of addiction, because of
this disease. And my own personal involvement is because I have lost family members, my
uncle, Matt, not a couple of blocks from here because of addiction. So, that brings me not
only personally but professionally to this work. Today you join city council colleagues in
bend, medford, and eugene who are also recognizing addiction as a public health crisis.
And are moving in solidarity with their local communities, as well. More cities are expected
to officially join this movement before the year's end as well as the other thing that's
happening right now is the statewide alcohol and drug policy commission is looking to
come out with a strategic plan to begin to address the issue of addiction and come up with
some more robust recovery-based metrics. To hear more about Oregon recovers and the
landscape right now I would like to turn it over to mike marshall. Our executive director.
Mike Marshall, Oregon Recovers: Thanks Se-ah-dom. Good morning, mayor wheeler
and commissioners, thank you so much for having us today. My name is mike marshall
and I have the honor and privilege of serving as the executive director of Oregon
recovers. I’m also a person in long-term recovery. I have 11.5 years, and I am not johnny
gauge. Johnny gauge was supposed to be here today from the executive director,
"miracles club" and he's more eloquent and better looking than me, but, so I am filling in at
the last minute. And my job is to present the facts, and the facts are dire. Our, our -- and
honestly, the purpose of us, of Oregon recovers coming to the different city councils and
the county commissions was to help to educate both you and then ideally the public
through the media that are here today as a consequence of this. Of the fact, according to
the federal government, Oregon has the fourth highest addiction rate in the country.
Almost 10% of the residents of Oregon suffer from substance use disorder. And we rank
50th in access to treatment. 50th. Dead last. And as a consequence of that, we have one
to two drug overdoses each day in Oregon. We lose one or two Oregonians to drug
overdoses, but we lose five people a day in alcohol related deaths. Five people in alcohol
related deaths. That's a combined total of over 2,100 a year. So at the height of the aids
epidemic in 1994, Oregon lost the worst number of people, 364 people. Compare that to
2,100 people, and I say that as a gay plan who lost many friends in the aids epidemic. I am
not here to diminish the impact of the aids epidemic. What I would like to do is convey, we
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do not think of untreated addiction in the crisis level that it has found us. And that's just the
fatality rate. It's really important, and you guys know way better than we do, because you
are on the front lines of it, but our foster care system is completely overwhelmed, and more
than 75% of the kids that are in that system right now are there because of a parent's
untreated addiction. We have the third highest youth incarceration rate in the country, and
76% of the young men at MacLaren will tell you that they were drunk or high when they
committed the crime they are incarcerated for, and the same number will tell you that they
come from inter-generational, multi-generational addiction issues. High school graduation
rates, homelessness. I think that we’re the, as you well know, we are the second worst in
the country. So there are all these symptoms of this disease that Oregon has not been
successful in addressing, primarily, because we have pretty much abandoned 20 years
ago an effort to deal with this disease, and that's changing, and Oregon recovers is part of
that change, and the proclamation, mr. Mayor, that you are issuing today, in tandem and
shoulder-to-shoulder with the other mayors and city councils around the state is helping us
turn the tide on that and helping the public to begin to understand that we are going to
have to make some important choices, but really, at the end of the day what it's doing is
getting the folks in salem, whether they’re in the elected bodies with the leadership of
representative sanchez, who has been extraordinary, or within the buildings of oah and
dhs and the department of corrections, coming together around this strategic planning
process that we will have a new blueprint for a continuum of care that collectively looks at
reducing the addiction rate from the fourth highest to the lowest, and increasing the
recovery rate dramatically in the state. And we are proud to be a part of that. We are really
grateful that you have become a part of that, as well.
Wheeler: Thank you, Mike. appreciate it. Good morning.
Edmo: Next, we will hear from jay miles about his own personal story.
Jay Miles: Hello, mayor wheeler. Honorable commissioners. Thank you for the opportunity
to address you today. My name is miles, and I have struggled with problematic alcohol use
and methamphetamine addiction for my entire adult life. And several times in my life I have
lost everything that I have worked hard for. I have watched my life fall apart leaving me
unemployed, homeless, friendless, with my family unwilling to talk to me, and without the
resources to access treatment. Everyone is different, but for me, the cycle was always the
same. After a period of abstinence, I would start drinking. After a while, I would find my
way back to crystal meth. 12-step programs worked for me for a while, treatment programs
worked for a while, but eventually I would end up back where I started with all my
belongings fitting into a duffle and a couple of garbage bags. It was not until I discovered
on my own, naltrexone, a medication available since the year I was born, used for treating
alcohol use disorder that I was able to break the cycle. I used to have a lot of shame about
my addiction or what I now know to call internalized stigma, people told me, and I believed
that it was my choice to do drugs and my fault, my life was ruined again. Now I know it
does not matter how much I want to say no, how much I care about myself, and my family
and my life and my job and anything. Because addiction damages the part of the brain that
allows a person to say no. For me to be able to say no, I need skills and resources. I work
in a homeless shelter. And every day I see people who don't belong in a shelter. They
need to be in treatment. And it's a high barrier shelter so when people show up, they are
generally abstinent, what most people call clean, but shelter life is stressful, and it's a
different kind of stress than being out on the street. And so many times I see people
relapse and because of the lack of treatment beds, they get put onto waiting lists. But, they
don't make it to the front of those lists a lot of times. Before their number comes up their
addiction takes hold, and they go out of the door and we don't see then again. Maintaining
motivation, in the face of addiction is, complicated. And when we cannot get people into
treatment right away, we often lose the window of opportunity to get them help. I here in
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their words, that internalized stigma that I am so familiar with, I am just weak. I don't want it
bad enough and clearly I don't care about myself, I don’t care about my family. Whatever
they have been told that they have held onto, and it's heart-breaking. I love my job
because I get to provide a counter narrative and tell them that it's not their fault that they
are addicted but they do have the power to recover. They just need the skills and those
resources, but all over the country and especially here in Oregon, those resources are in
short supply. So, I am here today to tell you that we can and we do recover. I see it every
day, and to ask that we do something to address this deficit so that we can all have the
opportunity to have happy lives of fulfillment and purpose like I have. So, mayor wheeler,
and honorable commissioners, thank you very much for standing with Oregon recovers
and the larger recovery here in Portland, and we hope that today's affirmation of our work
is just the beginning of a partnership to address the public health crisis of addiction.
Wheeler: Thank you. [applause]
Fish: Mayor.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fish.
Fish: Normally, normally we read the proclamation and then we do a photograph at the
end of it. Will you entertain some questions now or do you want us wait?
Wheeler: Well, this is their presentation, would you like to entertain questions now or
would you like to wait until prior to reading the proclamation.
Edmo: I think it would be fine to entertain some questions now. We, the next thing that we
have on our agenda is a song and then some closing remarks from our local organizing
committee. So, as the folks from our Portland wellbriety movement set up, I think we can
take questions.
Wheeler: Great, commissioner Fish.
Fish: Thank you for a powerful presentation. All of us have family members, friends, loved
ones, who have experienced addiction, that have shaped our lives. It's ubiquitous. I guess
the question that I have for you, mike, and it flows from one of the events that I went to,
Oregon recovers events, where we talked about a legislative agenda. We share your
interest in moving off of the 50th, out of 50 position in the nation, in access to services.
Two-thirds of the people that we interview on the streets when we do our regular federally
mandated check-ins, self-identify, two-thirds self-identify as either having a mental health
crisis, or addiction or both. And anecdotally when you walk downtown you see people that
are in distress all the time. It reminds me that we have a similar agenda with you in terms
of transforming the system at the state level because that's what it's going to take. We
have to do fundamental change. We have the benefit of having a wonderful government
relations team. What I want to just propose is a closer alignment between your
governmental agenda, your agenda that you bring to salem and our agenda, because I
think, I don't think we highlight enough this issue. But we're getting slammed, obviously,
with the opioid crisis, we’re getting slammed with addiction, we’re losing too many people
on our streets who have addiction. So, I would welcome your response, mike, but I think
it's a good time to revisit the question of how we can better align because I know that you
are doing great work in setting the bar high in terms of where you want the state to be and
that's not 50 out of 50.
Marshall: Right.
Fish: So any thoughts?
Marshall: Commissioner, thank you very much for that. This process that the state is
going through that we urge the legislature and the governor to focus on is creating a new
blueprint for a total continuum of care and that process is going on right now, and so I think
it, we, Oregon recovers has convened a bunch, about 50 stakeholders from around the
state to participate in providing input to that. We don't have city representatives or county
representatives for the most part as part of that, but that does not mean we cannot do that.
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We are planning in November to have a statewide summit where the alcohol and drug
policy commission will bring their draft plan, and we want 300, 400 stakeholders to sit
down and give it a final one over and say look, this big piece of it is a problem for us, and
either we can resolve it in the plan or we can recognize that as it moves through the
system. But we would love very much so to have the cities and counties be a part of that
input process.
Fish: Well, and let me say that there is obviously this process of input. But, once you’ve
settled on a strategy, there is an opportunity for us to put into our legislative priorities a
couple of these things, and then unleash our a team when they go down to salem to be
lobbying because obviously, it's playing out on our streets in ways that are very detrimental
to human beings, and we want to better understand what the long-term plan is in salem.
So, I would urge you as we develop our legislative plan, maybe think less about involving
us at the table in shaping the plan but sharing the plan with us –
Marshall: Right.
Fish: So that we have an opportunity as a council to decide what portions of it we can
prioritize, and put into our legislative agenda, both federal and state.
Marshall: Absolutely, commissioner, the one thing I would add, once we have a plan, a
comprehensive plan, we have to pay for that plan, and there is going to need to be new
money in there, so having the cities and counties and oregon’s thought leaders back up
the legislature and the governor on some hard decisions is going to be very, very
important, and I don't know what those decisions are right now, but I want to start to put
down markers, that we're not going to solve this by reorganizing the system, although that
has to happen, as well. We’re going to need to get new revenue. Once we have a plan
with very clear outcomes of how that money is going -- what that money is going to cause
and effect, and ultimately, save, so absolutely we will coordinate so that we provide you all
with what our agenda items are, but also, we will come to you to back up the political
infrastructure in salem to make sure that they have a political had to do this.
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. Thank you all for your presentation. I hope as the blueprint
is being developed, we are also looking at the burden we are putting on community social
service agencies because we can't keep pretending that somehow, we are actually
treating those employees fairly when we are delegating the most vulnerable people in our
communities care to people who are living on the edges. And so the plan can't just be
about the service. It has to also be about the people who are providing those services. And
let me just say, as you know, the city is not supposed to be involved. I mean, we had these
clear governmental –
Fish: [inaudible] care.
Hardesty: Boxes, and both the Oregon health authority, the governor, the legislature, and
all county health departments, right, all the ones that get those funds from the state, but
having said that, every single day we are experiencing people who are suffering on our
street, and we have an obligation as a city to make sure that we are helping people repair
their lives. Right. And so, I am, you know, I am onboard, but I also want to say that our last
legislative session limited local governments from being able to raise funds, to do things
that they want to do, in their local communities. So we have to hold our legislator
accountable when they take-away our local tools to be able make things happen. And so,
thank you all for being here, and I didn't have a question, but just wanted to make sure that
we were all in lock step and not forgetting the most vulnerable workers, who are working
with our most vulnerable people.
Edmo: Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
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Fritz: I just wanted to echo commissioner hardesty's comments. We did enough in our
state agenda this year to urge funding for more, funding for mental health care and
addiction, and to have that, some of that go to better paying our workers better. We cannot
continue to expect people with masters degrees to make $15 an hour or less with no job
security and that's not good for the people in treatment, either, because the providers
move on. So, it's really great that you are bringing us this grassroots effort, and we will
continue to have in our state and federal agendas support for funding for these services,
and definitely, you have got a friend in the city, you have got many friends in Portland city
hall.
Edmo: Thank you. I think your support, support like this is exactly what we need to begin
to make those systemic changes and shifts happen. So I would like to turn it over to our
Portland wellbriety folks for a song.
Kurt Jim, Wellbriety: Hello, my name is kurt jim, I am a member of wellbriety. The song
we are going to sing is a chief justice song. It’s, in the history of it, it’s when they went to
battle in war and they had casualties in their tribe when they lost warriors, or the chief
would come back and let the people know that they had casualties by singing this song.
And then the families would know that they had death in the war party and they’d come
see who it was, and this is his way of telling the people that they had death in the tribe and
with this song, it’s got meaning for other people, but in my way we lost a lot of people to
this disease, and this is how, well, I appreciate and honoring these peoples’ spirit with this
song.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Hardesty: Thank you.
¶ [tribal singing, drum]¶
[applause]
Wheeler: Thank you.
Child: Mommy, help me.
Edmo: Lastly, on behalf of our local organizing committee, I would like to invite meghan
mcavoy and patrick brown –
Child: Mom.
Edmo: On behalf of Oregon recovers advocacy committee.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Patrick Brown: Good morning.
Meghan McAvoy: My name is meghan mcavoy.
Brown: I’m Patrick brown.
McAvoy: We are speaking to you on behalf of the Portland advocacy committee of
Oregon recovers, the rest of the committee is immersed in this crowd. I want to start by
thanking the mayor and his staff for their partnership on this proclamation. A special shout
out to seraphie allen and zach kearl, who were kind and welcoming as we leaped into
advocacy work, most of us with no experience. I also want to thank the commissioners
who responded to our request to meet one-on-one. Those sessions were very meaningful
to us. A year ago last fall I could not have imagined myself being here with you today. I
was in a completely different space. New to the role as a parent of a young adult daughter,
with addiction. The last time that I was in this room, she was being sworn in as a
Multnomah county youth commissioner. I was scared and frustrated by the barriers to
treatment in Portland. My daughter's life was at risk. One night I wondered if anyone else
was feeling the same way. Was anyone trying to address this problem? I started googling
and came across Oregon recovers. I checked the box that said that I wanted to volunteer.
At the Oregon recover summit last spring in eugene, those of us from Portland started
finding each other. We shared names and phone numbers and resolved to do something.
We came together as a committee, and met weekly over pizza this summer to create
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shared data and language about addiction as a public health crisis. So we are pleased and
grateful to you for your proclamation language, recognizing addiction as a chronic disease
often requiring multiple episodes of care and a lifetime of support, and recognizing that
addiction is a treatable condition as exemplified by the millions of people who identify as
being in recovery. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Brown: This morning, you heard about the cost of addiction, both the personal and
population level, but because of the scale, I have no doubt that you have already felt the
impact of substance use disorders. If not through people you love, through the most
challenging policy issues that you address in your offices. Addiction affects housing,
incarceration, the foster care and educational systems, and Portland's public spaces. It
affects the most vulnerable people in our communities. The rate of untreated addiction in
Oregon and our undersupply of capacity to treat it pose a problem that few other states
face of the same degree. And our lack of national visibility in these terms stems from the
fact that in the midst of an opioid crisis, alcohol and methamphetamine addiction are
largely ignored. But like ohio and west virginia, we can become nationally known on this
issue. Not because of our plight, but because of the way that we respond to it in this
upcoming legislative session. Like meghan, I was inspired by the summit, and the mission
of Oregon recovers. Oregon recovers has taken a group united formally by stigma and
created a constituency united by a desire to take action. I became involved with the
committee because addiction is important to me personally. As a medical student I found
that it is the gravest issue facing the patients I hope to serve. Nearly everyone's life has
been touched by addiction, I’ve learned that through this work. But more importantly, I
have learned to be optimistic because of the incredible change the recovery has worked in
peoples’ lives. We believe that this state can change the recovery. We want to thank you
again for your partnership in issuing this proclamation. Please consider Oregon recovers a
resource in your ongoing efforts to address the addiction on the city level. Lastly, we ask
you this coming february, to join us in advocating to Oregon's state legislators for a wellfunded strategic plan to address the addiction crisis. Lack of access to addiction treatment
is a problem that we, together, have the wherewithal to solve, and one that is killing
Portlanders every day we wait. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you. Appreciate it.
Edmo: So that concludes our presentation.
Wheeler: Before I read the proclamation, I just want to say one thing. First of all, I want to
thank everybody who came in. I want to thank Oregon recovers. I want to thank you for
orchestrating this in a way that I think it will have an impact on the legislative session in
february, and I especially want to thank those of you who have shared your personal
stories around either addiction, in yourselves or your families, or others. I just have to say
one statistic that has not been mentioned yet that I know that you are well aware of this
because I heard you mention this yesterday on think out loud, which is that of the dollars
that do go into addiction services in our state, only 3% is going towards prevention. That's
a big part of the problem. We are an addicted society. We are. And we have not
acknowledged that yet through our priorities. And it's also not clear to me who is in charge.
I think that a big part of the problem that we have in the state of Oregon is not enough
leaders have stepped forward to say, I am in charge. I take personal responsible for this. I
want you to know that I do. Even though the city of Portland, we're not technically in the
addiction services prevention or recovery business, but everything that we do up here at
this dioce is in some means impacted by addiction. And our lack of prioritizing it and our
lack of taking it seriously and our lack of coordinated leadership on this subject and the
lack of funding that it truly needs to us out of that completely bottom of the pile slot where
we currently find ourselves in terms of providing access to addiction recovery. I am very
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passionate about this as I hope that you can tell. Yes, addiction has impacted my family.
It's impacted many people that I interact with on a daily basis. It is overwhelming us. As a
community. We do need that action plan. You guys are leading it. I am really proud of you.
I thank you for it. I am in. So let me know how I can help. So, we, as a council, have these
proclamations. They are more than words. They are a statement of our values. And so it's
a real honor for me to read this proclamation and understand that this proclamation on
behalf of this city council has been read by other city councils, and it will be read by many
more before we go down to salem together in february. Whereas, addiction is a chronic
disease, often requiring multiple episodes of care and a lifetime of support. And whereas,
addiction is a treatable condition, as exemplified by the millions of people who identify as
being in recovery. And whereas, according to the substance abuse and mental health
services administration, samsa, Oregon has the fourth highest addiction rate in the
country. And whereas, according to samsa, Oregon ranks 50th in access to addiction
treatment. And whereas, according to an eco-northwest analysis untreated addiction costs
Oregon tax $5.9 billion annually. And whereas, five Oregonians die each day in alcohol
related deaths, and one to two die each day from drug overdoses. And whereas, more
than 2,100 people die each year in Oregon from untreated addiction. And whereas,
addiction disproportionately impacts marginalized and underserved populations including
veterans, rural populations, native communities, the lgbtq plus community, and
communities of color. Whereas, the city of Portland supports addiction services in
conjunction with its efforts to reduce the homelessness and recidivism through the
Portland housing bureau, joint office of homeless services and the Portland police bureau,
and we should have added the parks bureau to that, as well. Whereas, the legislature has
tasked the alcohol and drug policy commission with producing a strategic plan to address
addiction in the state of Oregon. And whereas, Oregon will be the first state to measure a
recovery rate, a metric which can be used to track the success of alcohol and drug policies
per the commission's strategic plan. Now, therefore, I, ted wheeler, the mayor of the city of
Portland, the city of rose, do hereby proclaim september of 2019 to be recovery month.
The city is commit to reducing our untreated addiction rate and providing public health
support and services for individuals experiencing addiction issues alongside its partners
across the state and across the nation. Thank you. [applause] We will get a quick photo up
front.
Edmo: So folks involved with the Oregon recovers come on forward for a photo.
*****: Get friendly everybody.
Hardesty: We all like each other.
Wheeler: You don’t get to stand in the back. [laughter]
*****: Way tall.
*****: Nice try.
Photographer: Smile. One, two, three. One more. One, two, three.
Wheeler: Thank you everybody. Go get ‘em.
Hardesty: Tell him I said hi, yes.
Shannon Carney, City Budget Office: It’s this one? Ok. I can do it. Um, Jessica?
Wheeler: Ok, let’s catch up a bit, shall we? All right, Karla. Folks, as you are filing out I’d
ask you to please be cog – because we have a very packed agenda. Karla, could you
please time certain item 875, please.
Item 875
Wheeler: Colleagues, I am excited to share with you the results of the 2019 Portland
insight survey. This new 56 question comprehensive survey was administered by the city
budget office and opened for all Portlanders to take in may of 2019. Noticeably, there were
8,814 total complete responses, enough to draw statistically significant conclusions in
order to compare responses across geographies and across several racial and ethnic
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categories. Using a new online opt in, and a community-based canvassing approach, the
survey resulted in comprehensive data on community perceptions as well as budget and
service priorities. The final survey reports, represents the culmination of many months of
collaborative work between the city budget office, the city bureau staff, community leaders,
and the people who live, work, and play in the city of portland. I look forward to continuing
the conversations with my colleagues, and the community about how these findings can
help the city focus our collective efforts, and improve our operations to better serve
Portlanders, and I will also just say since this was the first year that we did this, it certainly
is not perfect, and this is also a good opportunity for us to share our thoughts, our insights
in terms of how we can make this even better the next time that we do this. So, I will now
turn it over to Jessica kinard, the director of the city budget office, and her team to walk us
through the high level results of the survey. Good morning. Welcome.
Jessica Kinard, Director, City Budget Office: Good morning, thank you, mayor, and
good morning, mayor and council, jessica kinard, city budget director. I am joined today by
two members of my team who worked on the Portland insight survey, Shannon carney, our
principal performance analyst, and michelle rubin, our financial and policy analyst. We
have 30 minutes together today for our presentation and discussion. The presentation
we’ve prepared will provide a brief overview of the project origin goals, the survey process
and design, then we will move to highlight select findings from the survey results and will
close by presenting the potential opportunities and next steps to maximize the value of this
project and this information. Our goal today is for you to find this information interesting,
useful, and engaging. Please stop us with any questions at any point in the presentation.
We just handed out copies of the updated presentation, and you should also have a copy
of the report, as well. And for folks following along in the audience or at home, the report,
as well as additional survey resources are featured on the city budget office's website at
www.Portlandoregon.gov/cbo. So we can get started. So with this survey, Portland joins
the rank of other cities such as kansas city, san jose, seattle, and tacoma that are using
the citywide perception data to inform organizational priorities and operational decisionmaking. City-wide surveys provide an opportunity to get feedback on big picture priorities
and community satisfaction with various services and community insights on potential
service improvements. As it says in the slide, this data can help shape organizational
priorities, create feedback loops for program improvement, identify emerging trends and
track improvement over time, and bring more objective information and more voices into
conversations that may otherwise be more -- be subjective. These results have the power
to tell cities what community members think -Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty had a question.
Kinard: Yes.
Hardesty: I just feel like there is a buzzing. Is that correct just in my head or are we all
hearing it as well?
Wheeler: It was just a wheelchair.
Hardesty: Oh it’s the wheelchair. [laughter]
Kinard: I had the same thought, Commissioner. I was looking around to see if any lights
were flashing.
Wheeler: What if we had said yes, it’s just the buzzing in your head.
Hardesty: That would have been fine with me. Thank you. Sorry about that.
[laughter]
Kinard: Thank you. So last year, cbo received $60,000 in one-time resources to pilot a
new citywide satisfaction survey, our primary project goals were to build upon the value of
the former longstanding auditor's community survey, to address various methodological
concerns, and to ensure that the data was useful to council, bureaus and to the Portland
community. We built this survey with the goal of providing useful information, and we are
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excited about the potential that this data affords us, however, no single data set can tell us
everything. It's important to recognize what the data can and cannot tell us. This
information does offer a powerful new data set that highlights the perceptions of 8,000
Portlanders on city services, satisfaction and budget priorities. This data allows us to see
the citywide patterns and trends which can provide greater value over time if the surveys
are continued in the future. And since responses are available by community identifiers,
such as race, geography, age, gender identity, disability status, and residency the data
provides nuance into who our city is perceived to be serving well and who we may not be
serving as well. This high level overview of how different groups perceive city services is
critical to decision makers and bureau staff in empowering us to serve all Portlanders and
to achieve our strategic goals. There are a few things I want to note that the survey cannot
tell us. The survey methodology was opt in, not a randomized sample of Portland
residence. And even though we employed several new efforts to ensure representation
from historically under-represented populations, respondents still skewed white, older,
female, higher income, and more educated. Steps were taken to address this
overrepresentation in the report, which shannon will elaborate upon later in the
presentation. It's also important to note that in many cases, responses do not provide the
why behind the results, which is obviously important to informing the right course of action.
We can attempt to glean the why by cross-referencing this data with other available data or
through follow-up engagement. So now, I will turn it over to michelle rubin, who will briefly
provide an overview of the survey process and design.
Michelle Rubin, City Budget Office: So the 2019 Portland insight survey applied an
online, opt in approach. It was available to the whole Portland community to take, in the
month of may. The online survey was supplemented by a community-based canvassing
approach. In this 37 multi-lingual community data fellows were hired to bring the survey
into the field, with the focus on surveying historically under-represented populations. This
group included students from Portland state university, Portland community college, and
also local community leaders. In developing the survey, cbo met with all bureaus and
council offices to solicit survey question input, and we convened a multi-bureau evaluation
committee and provided an opportunity for final review to citywide stakeholders. Cbo also
worked with the office of equity and human rights to ensure that the demographic
questions on the survey aligned with proposed citywide expanded demographics
standardization categories. Cbo also worked with representatives from smart city pdx and
the attorney’s office to conduct a comprehensive privacy review and lastly, cbo worked
with the office of community and civic life to test the instrument prior to going into the field
and solicit feedback from selected advisory bodies. Cbo developed the survey -- deployed
the survey via three main outreach strategies. We conduced digital outreach through city
and community networks, and we also had the community fellows in the field collecting
survey responses. They canvassed at various events including the rainbow night market,
filipino night at Portland state university, and black community of Portland meeting,
amongst others. And we also handed out physical flyers at libraries and community
meetings. Notably with the survey's online approach, our team was able to analyze
responses midstream during the survey and redirect our canvassing approach as
necessary. Now, shannon carney and I will walk through a high level overview of the
survey results.
Carney: Great, thanks, michelle. So, before we do get to the results, that's what we are
waiting for, first we want to say just a few words about the people that took the time about
10 or 15 minutes of their time to fill out the survey and give us their perspectives. So
thanks in no small part to your work in supporting and distributing this to your constituents,
we far surpassed our goal of 6,000 total responses. At the close of the survey we actually
had over 10,000 responses, but after data cleaning, things like removing incomplete
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surveys and duplicates, our final number was 8,814. It's worth noting that a significant
number of surveys were conducted by our community data fellows, and those were
actually the most common ways to meet non and limited english speakers as well as
communities of color, and due to the strong response we were able to draw conclusions as
jessica mentioned for several different race categories, but also for those living with
disabilities. Residents over 16, over 1,000 respondents actually identified as living with a
disability. The report, itself includes specific sections with statistically significant findings for
both non-residents, it open to those that live outside of the city, as well, if they work or
belong to a community group in Portland, as well as respondents living with a disability,
those start on page 61 at the end of the report. I also want to note that we’ll be including an
addendum with results specific to the native american, alaska native and native Hawaiian
pacific islander populations over the next few weeks. And the other piece to note is
because we did not achieve a representative sample, despite our efforts with canvassing,
we corrected for that by weighting the results with data from the American community
survey. Okay, finally onto the findings. So the report and presentation are actually
organized into six broad themes. The first is community sentiment where we asked these
big picture questions. Civic participation is second. We asked about housing and economic
development, asked a few questions on safety and perceptions of safety, and we had a
category on infrastructure, which includes transportation, and last we asked questions
about parks and nature. So today I want to note that we are highlighting just a few of the
findings. There is a lot more information in the full report. Especially if you want to dive into
one or more of the sections. So we will start with the community sentiment section which
provides emerging trends of life in Portland. Keeping the note here in the section is that
some perceptions are broadly consistent across race and ethnic groups. And age and
things like how long you lived in Portland, while other areas show significant differences in,
of opinion and perspective. In the first finding we wanted to note here is that a majority of
respondents are satisfied with Portland as a place to live, raise children, work or go to
school are be part of a community. That said, longer tenured residents and black
respondents were more likely to be dissatisfied. Next up, we asked new this year, entirely
new we asked questions about Portlanders' budget priorities directly. And in this category,
we saw respondents showing both significant similarities and some real differences, as
well. And so as you can see from the chart, respondents regardless of race and age chose
increasing housing affordability and addressing homelessness, that was one response, as
their top budget priority so that's the dark orange bar that you see across each category up
at the top.
Fish: Excuse me a second.
Carney: Sure.
Fish: I’m going to hold my questions until the end because I want to see the whole, I want
to get the whole thing, and I have questions. But I’m going to just -- I know I am a broken
record on this, but I can't read the power point. It's too small. I think there is too much
information on this slide. The font is too small. And ironically, you said that this, this
skewed older female, blah, blah, older, older folks can't read these, this font. So, I just
have a standing request that when you hand out a power point, that it be large enough so
that we can read it and a minimum of font 14, maybe 16, because I, I need a microscope
to read the handout. And I appreciate the effort you went through to do this. But, please
consider the failing eyesight of certain commissioners when you give it to us.
Carney: Thank you for the feedback. That’s helpful. So, I will continue -- I will do my best
to describe the graphs to you for those that can't see, can’t see it quite as well. Thank you.
So just talking about the budget priorities, right. We did note that increasing housing
affordability and addressing homelessness was the top budget priority. The second most
cited budget priority was investments in city streets, sidewalk and transportation. That's the
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yellow bar you see across the categories. The third is where things differed so the third
most cited budget priority varied actually according to race. White respondents chose
police services and represented by the green bar, and however asian, black, and Hispanic
respondents selected economic development above police services, and those who
identify as multi-racial selected parks programs as their third highest priority. So talk about
a little about how our respondents felt about the future of Portland. Here we found that
optimism about the future of Portland to be mixed. Approximately 45% of the citywide
respondents felt positively about -- reported feeling positively about Portland's future, while
and another 45% did not. Respondents with disabilities and those that have lived in the city
longer are less optimistic about Portland's future compared to others, and that's
represented by the blue graph on the ride. And you can see how the trend is as the
respondents' length of tenure in the city increases.
Wheeler: Hmm. That’s interesting.
Carney: So we wanted to ask a question about advancing -- how we are doing around
advancing racial equity since that is a big priority of the city. To this end we asked
respondents to rate the degree to which they agreed with the statement, and I will read it,
in Portland we are making progress on becoming a city where a person's outcomes are
not based on their race. Here we found that responses were evenly split on whether we
are making progress. Approximately 40% of respondents citywide agreed and 40%
disagreed. And here we saw some differences in race groups as well, and that's what you
see on the chart. So here we see the black respondents, and those identified as gender
other than male or female, were most likely to strongly disagree. This is apparent, you can
see about 30% of black respondents strongly disagreeing with the statement, that's the
dark green on the chart. So another new category of questions, again, sticking with these
big picture questions, we asked as an entirely new question, asked respondents to identify
the city’s greatest challenges. And here we heard loud and clear homelessness is
perceived to be the top challenge facing Portland according to our respondents. This
perspective was shared across every race and age group, and you can see that by the tall
blue bars in each category. Homelessness was also cited in multiple sections of the
survey, including as a reason why people moved and why they did not participate in the
parks programs. Also, in this -- from this question, it's interesting, we found that the high
cost of living was the second most cited challenge, and that's as shown by the orange bar.
Concerns about affordability also reflected in other sections of the survey, so reasons why
people moved, the value of their utility bills, and as a way to improve the parks programs.
And the third biggest challenge varied by race, so black residents scored the lack of racial
equity as the third biggest challenge, citing this issue more than any other racial group and
that’s in the dark blue bar. On the other hand, challenges with population growth were the
third most cited amongst most other racial groups and that's the gray bar. I also want to
note here this is not something that you see in the graph but it’s worth noting that we had a
significant number of open-ended field responses here. Nearly 1500 people wrote in
responses in the other category, citing the biggest challenge, and there we noted that
homelessness and drugs were the most commonly mentioned topics in that category, and
in that field. All right, and I am going to turn it over to michelle for a few of the findings on
civic participation.
Rubin: So, hopefully the maps are a little easier to look at, and they are a similar color
pattern, so on the topic of civic participation, the survey asked if respondents felt they had
power to influence city decisions, and felt that they could easily access information from
the city. The red map on the left shows the percentage of respondents per the zip group
who strongly disagree with the statement, I have the power to influence city decisions
about issues important to me, with the darker red, geographies being those who more
strongly disagree with that statement.
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Commissioner: Mayor.
Rubin: In total six -Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: So if I understand this map correctly there is no segment of the city of Portland
that feels that they have the ability to influence their government?
Rubin: So, yes, this map is a little confusing. Basically the average response in every
geography was strongly disagree. And so the variation in color is the variance.
Hardesty: How strongly they –
Rubin: Exactly.
Hardesty: Disagree.
Rubin: Right, so that, yeah. So that's the average response, not saying that folks don't -some might agree with that statement. Right.
Hardesty: Okay, that helps.
Rubin: Great, yep. So in total, 61% of respondents did disagree with the statement,
though. And so the map on the right is showing us the responses to the statement, I can
easily get the information I need from the city. Here the lighter green is being somewhat
agree and yellow is neither agree nor disagree and the orange is somewhat disagree. So
those geographies who most feel that they do not have the power to influence city
decisions tended to find it difficult to get the information they needed from the city.
Responses for both these questions, as you can see on the maps were especially negative
in north and east Portland. So then we’ll be moving into the housing and economic
development section of the report. The survey asked about respondents experiences with
jobs and self-sufficiency. The pie chart here in the center shows responses to the question,
I can find a job in Portland that pays enough to support myself and my family. Responses
are relatively split here. With more folks agreeing, so 47% agreed with that statement and
39% disagreed with that statement. In conjunction with that more than 40% of the
respondents in every race and residency length group identified the high cost of living as a
top challenge. So this one I apologize is cut off a little bit at the bottom, but this is showing
the reasons for moving. So the survey asked if a respondent had moved within the past
two years and if they had, asked why, so this is that question showing why. Citywide one in
five respondents had moved within the last two years. And we see the responses here,
disaggregated by race. So, for white respondents, and that is the group all the way to the
right hand, the top reason for the move was wanting a different type of home. Followed by
wanting a more affordable home as the second most cite reason. However, affordability
was the most cited reason among asian and black respondents, and that is left, the
farthest left group is asian respondents and second to left is black respondents. For
hispanic and the latin-x community respondents said being close to work, school, family
and friends was the most cited motivation for moving. So you start to see variation there.
The next slide will look deeper at moving and affordability concerns. The map on the left,
similar type map as before, so it shows the percent of respondents who moved within the
last two years who identified affordability as the reason behind the move. So the darker red
are the geographies that had a higher percentage of folks identifying affordability as a
reason for the move. The map on the right shows responses to the question I feel worried
about losing my home due to cost. With orange being somewhat disagree here, yellow
being neither agree or disagree and that light green being somewhat agree, so the map on
the left shows respondents moved more often because of these affordability issues in
northeast, east and southwest Portland. Of these northeast and east Portland on the map
are shown as the geographies where respondents are more likely to indicate they are
currently worried about losing their home.
Carney: Okay, so moving onto the safety section, there were several notable feelings
about portland’s feelings of safety. Perception of safety is measured by how respondents
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feel when walking either during the day or at night, is a standard indicator for effectiveness
of the public safety services, and was tracked by the auditor's community survey for many
years. So this survey indicates that people who responded to the survey feel more unsafe
in the central city than in their own neighborhoods. In fact, less than a third of respondents
feel safe walking at night in the central city. This is indicated by the red and dark red colors
across nearly all the geographic areas on the map on the left. However, a majority of
respondents, and that's 57%, do feel safe walking in their own neighborhoods at night as
indicated by the mostly light green, green or light green areas on the map on the right.
Fritz: It's interesting that the people who live in the central city feel safe walking in their
neighborhood?
Carney: Yeah, yeah. We saw that, as well. And another interesting thing, you can see with
the patchwork of colors on the map, that, you know, not only significantly differs you know,
how you feel depending on where you live but also residents of east Portland feel both less
safe in their own, walking in their own neighborhoods and in the central city so similar to
the central city findings. And finally, this isn’t on the map but perception of safety did differ
by gender, while walking at night but not during the day so women felt less comfortable
walking at night. We also asked the question, about how respondents would choose to
improve police services in the city in the city. This was -- had notable findings, so survey
respondents were posed with his question, what do we do to improve police activities.
Black respondents placed discussing local concerns with police as their highest property,
while white respondents chose increased police personnel in their neighborhoods.
Interestingly enough decreased wait times are either the top or second most cited
response for all of the race groups. You can see that's the gray bar across each category.
Hardesty: Mayor?
Wheeler: Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: So this is the map that really like -- I wasn’t shocked because I expected that
white respondents would want to see more uniformed people in their neighborhoods, but I
was really shocked at the big contrast between the communities of color and the white
respondents to this question. Did, when people wrote in responses, did people write in
more details about either why they felt safe or unsafe and what role they thought the police
would play and them feeling safe?
Carney: You know, that's something that we are going to -- we have not fully analyzed the
open-ended responses to the survey yet so that certainly -- I think this question and as well
as the question about challenges facing Portland are going to be ones that we really dig
into and maybe even compare the two. So, we'll be following up on that.
Hardesty: Or maybe, actually, do maybe some interim updates on what people are saying
about this because this is attention constantly that the city has to address, because we
need we have people we need more offices and need more offices, and there are too
many communities that don't feel safe with armed people walking through their
neighborhoods, so I really appreciated that particular information. Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Could you put the slide back up, please? I also noticed that, commissioner, but I
noticed in particular that it's black and african-american people who are so different from
the white people, the other communities of color, many of them had more police as their
second choice. So it really shows what you are constantly reminding us within the
communities of color there are -- the black community is the most impacted.
Wheeler: There is also contradictory data in these -- different pages contradict each other,
and again, we are dealing with perceptions here, perceptions, certainly have their
importance and their value. But the same people who are prioritizing more police
personnel in their neighborhoods are also the ones saying that they feel safe in their
neighborhoods. And so it could be just how the question is asked. I often wonder, you
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know, as I look at some of these slides, if you had asked the question, if the homeless
problem didn't exist, how would you feel about the following statement? Because I feel like
the urgency and the magnitude of the homeless crisis is probably overlaying all of these
responses. That's just my guess. I don't know that.
Kinard: Yeah, and that's the trick. There is a lot that we don't know, right. This data is
really useful and really interesting, but to be responsible stewards of the information, I think
we need to dig deeper and cross-reference it with other pieces of information that we have
or that are in the survey to try to figure out that why. You are right, mayor, with any survey,
how you phrase the question and how you order the question, all of those things can
influence the response. We worked with our bureau partners and the consultants sort of
advised us on the language. One reason we asked things the way we did is we tried to
make the language as simple as possible so that somebody didn't have to necessarily
understand or know government speak to be able to participate in the survey. Certainly it
can influence the responses.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: I have just one other comment, this is so interesting, and thank you for presenting it
to council. I encourage everybody to go on to your website and look at it. When I did the
survey I marked no for feeling safe at nights walking in my neighborhood not because of
crime but there are no sidewalks and no streetlights.
Hardesty: Right.
Fritz: So it’s a dif -- I would imagine that for east Portland might be part of the reason
some people said no, that they actually are fine with their neighborliness but not so much
with the traffic.
Wheeler: Good point.
Rubin: Absolutely.
Kinard: Yeah, and so we'll talk a little bit about this at the end of the survey, but I think
what we are hoping is that this survey really elucidates and sort of inspires what we would
say are our calls to action, right? They, either they’re confirming things that we thought to
be true already or they’re highlighting trends. And then we dig deeper, and then we decide,
you know, how do we know what the next steps are? Do we need more analysis, do we
need to do subsequent engage with certain communities, how can we make this
information really actionable and lead to improvement.
Carney: Great, thank you. Okay, so just a few more findings, and switching gears here a
little bit to talk about transportation. As I mentioned before the infrastructure section
included questions not only on transportation. We also asked a question on utilities and on
solid waste services. There were some particularly interesting finding about who was being
served by our public transit system. So related to the graph you see here, this is not in the
graph but there was a question earlier in the survey about what respondents value most
about living in Portland, and one of the findings from that question is that communities of
color as well as younger and senior respondents, when we disaggregated by age, rate the
access to public transportation quite highly compared to other options. It was second only
to parks and natural areas as what they loved most about living in Portland. Then what you
see in the infrastructure section when we asked directly what are respondents doing to get
to work or school, we find that here again communities of color are more likely to use
public transportation. Again, not in the slide but younger Portlanders, those age 16 to 29,
are also more likely to use public transportation, public transportation than city-wide
respondents. So that was worth noting. So, commute satisfaction. We asked several
questions that we worked with the bureau of transportation on to get at Portlanders' level
of satisfaction on reliability of their commute, safety of their commute, and the level of
crowding or traffic. What we found, I think the big take away here is that for drivers, which
is most of our respondents, 57% of people that responded to the survey said they drove to
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work or school, they were the least satisfied of any of the responders. So you know, less
satisfied than those that take public transit or bike or walk or telecommute for that matter.
Then interestingly enough, two-thirds of the respondents felt traffic [inaudible] was worse
than last year. So –
Hardesty: It is.
Carney: So, borne out by the survey. From there we have some findings on nature and
parks.
Rubin: Yeah, so the last section that we will present today is nature and parks. The slide
here shows that 97% of respondents reported visiting a park or natural area in the last year
and 50% of respondents participated in a parks program in the past year. This was
consistent across race however younger respondents, those in the 16 to 29 age group,
and those who lived in Portland less than a year were less likely to have participated in a
parks program. The map is showing the recreation or parks program, those who said that
they participated in a parks program, and the darker blue are those that participated, the
geographies that had more participation. This shows that respondents who live in the
north, northeast, central northeast and southeast were more likely to participate in a parks
program. Our last finding slide, so we also asked about respondent satisfaction with the
safety and cleanliness of Portland parks and we found that 70% of respondents are
satisfied with the safety and cleanliness and the satisfaction was the lowest in east
Portland. Lastly the survey asked about potential improvements to recreation programs.
Most respondents shows that they would like to make them more welcome to people of
different cultures and also more affordable. These choices were supported especially by
nonwhite respondents and those in the younger age range, so in that 16 to 29 age range
again.
Fish: And by the way, I'll be coming back to council in the fall bump with a bold idea that
tracks, comes off of this finding about more affordable. People want programs we can't pay
for and they want them more affordable. It's going to require in the short term a change in
how we budget. We're going to put an idea on the table that I think will get people's
attention.
Rubin: Thank you. Those are all of the findings that we are highlighting today. You have
the report. It's available online and there's a lot more data to dive into. We obviously
learned a lot from this process of conducting the survey in this way for the first time and
have identified several areas for improvements if we are able to conduct the survey in the
future. These include increasing the canvassing operation to ensure more a representative
sample. Strengthening community and city relationships to help conduct survey outreach,
adjusting timing of the survey to better align with the city budget process in order to use it
more as an input into the process. Conducting follow-up qualitative research such as
community listening sessions on priority areas identified by the survey and adjusting
survey questions as necessary to gain additional insights.
Kinard: So I will now walk through briefly a few opportunities that we have identified to
utilize this data to improve decision making and our service provision. It should come as no
surprise the first item is related to budget development. One of the reasons why the city
budget office took a role in developing the survey was the potential usefulness to type of
data to inform budget analysis and budget development. Having thousands of Portlanders
provide their perceptions of city services supplements the hundreds of voices that we
typically hear during budget outreach event. Using this information in our development
processes can help ensure that budget priorities and decisions are informed by a greater
number of Portlanders' opinions. Some ways we would look to use this information
includes considering survey data as one input in our budget conversations for the next
fiscal year. We would also recommend engaging our bureau budget advisory committees
with this data to enhance the findings. For example, bureaus may ask bac members if they
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agree or disagree with the report findings. Bac members and other advisory groups can
also be a source of more qualitative or follow up information in areas where we would like
to dive more deeply. Finally, cbo will look to include this data in our budget and
performance analyses as a compliment to other available data that we consider. As
mentioned briefly before, we also believe there's an opportunity for bureaus to individually
work with their commissioners in charge to address findings that are seen as calls to
action. The key question we would pose to our individual bureaus and our city-wide
leaders is what does the survey tell us that we must address to achieve our service level
and strategic goals as bureaus and as a city as a whole. Answering this question would
ensure an additional level of community input to help influence program designs and
bolster feedback loop for city services. What we also discovered through this project was
that there are numerous ways that we as a city often only as individual bureaus and
programs ask Portlanders for their feedback. We have heard there's fatigue in the
community around our request for their input and involvement and what folks want is
action. We believe there's opportunity to increase our collaboration and our sharing of the
data we're collecting to better lead to action and to reduce the community engagement
fatigue. So to this end cbo would recommend we support the continuation and
improvement of this surveying effort as a centralized city-wide data collection point and we
would continue to work across the city to ensure that these findings supplement -Wheeler: I have to ask you a question. I’m sorry.
Kinard: Yeah.
Wheeler: I was going to hold off but I just can’t resist –
Kinard: Absolutely.
Wheeler: So, the first slide you showed us was red because people felt that they did not
have the opportunity to be heard or interact with the city and overwhelmingly people said
we do not feel that we have that opportunity, and they are entitled to that perception. That
is their true perception reported accurately, but they’re also fatigued from giving us
feedback?
Kinard: So what we –
Wheeler: Two things work together.
Kinard: What we saw – I think that the way that the question was phrased, do you feel that
you have the power to influence decision making –
Wheeler: Ah. Okay.
Kinard: Which is different from the opportunity to engage.
Wheeler: Yeah, that is fair. I appreciate that. Is it the quality of engagement then that they
are fatigued by or simply being asked they are fatigued by? Is it they are fatigued because
they’re tired of getting calls, emails, text messages or is it because they feel like it's a futile
effort responding?
Kinard: So I think that that's a question I wouldn't be able to answer here today. I would
look to work with the office of community and civic life and piac and other groups that
advise us on community engagement to really understand again the why behind that
question but I think again to the point of looking at calls to action. I think this is a call to
action and I think that we can do better as a city to make sure when we are engaging folks
that people like it's meaningful and impactful and if it's not impactful, they understand the
reasons why not.
Rubin: I, sorry. Quickly as a supplement we did receive feedback from our community
data fellows that were canvassing in the field on their experiences and on what
respondents said to them about the experience of being surveyed. Kind of their reactrelationship with their survey. We have that qualitative information. And just, it's a small
scale, obviously not city-wide, but a lot of folks said it was the type of engagement and the
fact that it wasn’t the follow-up, feedback loop aspect, so exactly what jessica was just
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speaking on.
Wheeler: Great, thank you, that's helpful. Commissioner Hardesty.
Hardesty: I’m sorry. Are you just about done or should I re-ask the question.
Kinard: Go ahead
Hardesty: Two more slides? Let’s go ahead.
Kinard: Okay. All right. So we recommend support, the continued, continuation
improvement of the surveying effort. We would also recommend the continued investment
and support of data governance efforts to empower data sharing across the city and the
utility of that information. And, again we know that the city is not the only one tapping the
community for engagement and input in the region. There's many other governments that
area also frequently doing their own surveys so we recommend further exploring regional
partnership for community surveying. One of the last recommendations that we have is
also borne out of the process of conducting the survey and in conversations around the
findings. We discovered that there is a need to have better processes to answer some of
those missing why questions so especially in relation to our high priority programs so that
we can ensure our programs are best positioned to achieve the intended outcomes and
catalyze new approaches. So one opportunity could be to create and support standardized
practices or policies around program evaluation. Some examples of high priority areas
identified by the survey are listed on the slide. The dissatisfaction with the city's response
to homelessness despite significant program expansion and racial disparities and access
to jobs despite economic development programming specifically for communities of color. I
think we, there's a question that can be asked about if making progress and real sort of
visionary outcomes based progress in these areas is more a matter of scale as in we need
to just do more of what we're doing or if it's a matter of approach as in we need to do
things a little bit differently. It's possible the answer is both but having a consistent
evaluation framework can help connect our larger visionary goals to our program and our
investment performance. That's one thing that, one suggestion that we would like to leave
you with. Very briefly in terms of next steps I want to close with a brief review of what's
been done with the survey data to date, and what’s yet to come. We held a city budget
office internal workshop, discussing how we can use this information. We also organized a
city-wide workshop on august 15th with bureau staff to present the results and discuss how
the data can be used to improve our services. We have been reporting back to the
community data fellows and community groups we have engaged throughout the process
and we put a version of the survey data up for open download on our website. Looking
forward we're currently working internally on a an interactive survey dashboard and are
partnering with smart city pdx to display the survey results on the Portland maps interface.
These tools should be available within the next few weeks. We'll be incorporating pertinent
survey data into our performance report this fall. Lastly, cbo has been and will continue to
consult with bureaus about the survey results can be used as an input for their
performance management strategies for their advisory committees, using frameworks like
results-based accountability and in bureau budge equity tools. So in closing I want to thank
you for your support and your engagement with this important work. Now we have some
time for discussion.
Wheeler: Very good. Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. Thank you, jessica, and your team for a, conducting the
survey, and b, being intentional about doing canvassing to reach out to communities that
wouldn't traditionally respond to a survey. I'll go from almost the end backward. When
we're talking about people's perception of whether or not they were fatigued from all the
requests for information, i'm curious if you have information about whether or not the
fatigue comes from one way communication. Right? Does the fatigue come from we come
out constantly saying what do you need, what do you want, blah, blah, blah, and then you
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don't hear from the city or other governments again until we need something else. For me I
hear that a lot from community members. Like it’s one thing to come and ask me
questions, but it’s another thing to let me know what the outcome of you asking me those
questions are. Did you have any, do you have any anecdotal databased based on the
surveys around that?
Kinard: So, it sounds like the canvassing, the fellows, did heard from the community
members that they felt there wasn't a feedback loop, that they didn't really understand
what happened to the information, that it was a smaller sample of the respondents over all
but that they did hear that. We can look to cross reference some of the information such as
the question and the response do you feel like you have the power to influence
government. We can actually take that data and look at the responds who are more, felt
more strongly that they didn't have power and cross reference that with other questions
and responses and try to glean some additional information that way as to the why.
Hardesty: And I wonder if, you know, words are powerful, so I wonder if the word power
actually made people respond in a way that would have been different if we had, say, used
another word, right? And I don't know the answer to that, right? But it just made me think
about that when I was reading it because most people feel powerless when it comes to
making government do anything, and that's a very broad across the board statement,
right? And so I would hope that we would be more intentional, right? And think about really
what is it, right? Are you able to -- I don't know. Are you able to influence, right? The city
council votes as an example, right? Because I think most people really and me included,
feel like, you know, if you look at the federal government you know we can't do a lot there.
I appreciate the desire to use this as we start moving into budget, but I guess my caution, I
have two cautions. One is that because this is a new survey, I think that there will be some
tweaks that we'll have to make and so I don't know that I would invest a lot of time actually
trying to match this up to the budget process this year but I would like to know how you're
going to direct us to actually be able to take what is useful from the survey and actually
inform the work of developing our budget. What is that process going to look like?
Kinard: That's an open question. I think, you know, we know that we want to utilize some
of this information in this analysis, the data as a supplement to other data in our analysis
and recommendation so responding to whatever bureaus are putting in their requested
budget. In terms of how the council would like to use this information I think that's part of
the discussion today is, you know, now that you have this information you've heard an
overview, what are the areas, what are the findings that you would really like to look to dive
deeper into and look for further analysis and/or look to take some action through the
budget process.
Hardesty: I think part of what we can do is help educate the public through the survey
process and so i'm concerned when we think about community safety that the only entity
that we mention were police and as you know we have a lot of first responders that
actually don't have guns and uniforms. So when we talk about community safety or public
safety I think it's important to actually list out all the agencies that the city has that has a
responsibility to both be first responders and actually create a safe community. Because I
would like to – and the other thing I would like to know is how many times people call 911,
right? Because as you know we have a real problem with people using 911 as their
removal entity, right? That's not an appropriate use of 911, so, and I don't know if that's
possible, and, you know. It's not just about me. I understand my other colleagues might
have questions that they need as well but i'm concerned when we believe that public
safety is only police because that's only one small piece of public safety. Thank you.
Kinard: Thank you.
Wheeler: Commissioner Fish.
Fish: Well, first of all thank you for the presentation. I think on a number of levels I think
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this survey is an improvement over the auditor's survey. But I think we're still struggling
with some of the same challenges, and first and foremost for me is how scientific is it? You
mean, you put the disclaimer in early on about its wildly over represent by certain groups
of people in terms of who opted in and it's an opt in, not a representative sample. So
mayor, if we are going to look to next year to be the year to refine this and then to get
some data that shows patterns, because that's really no matter what flaws there are in this
survey, there's a huge benefit to us to see patterns, trends year to year. Because you're
adjusting for those flaws. Within those flaws we're seeing how do people view shift. I would
strongly urge us to consider buying some time from hibbitts, tim hibbitts and his shop or
however we have to do it to have them sit down and review this and give us feedback. I
haven't done a poll in any of my campaigns since I was elected in 2008 so i'm a little rusty
on the question of how you pose questions and how you prompt answers and other kinds
of things. But I think we get some interesting feedback if we went to a professional and
here are some things i'm interested in learning more about. When people choose the
neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, what are they communicating to us? Is that I don't have
enough information to comment? Or is that I don't care? Or is that i'm not sure? I don't
know what neither satisfied nor dissatisfied means. But if you add that category to the plus
side on a number of these survey results, it significantly boosts the numbers. I would like to
know what does neither satisfied nor dissatisfied mean, and how should we realistically
review that. Number two, I think some of the questions are biased in the way they are
worded. Biased in the sense that they almost inevitably provoke a certain response. I think
a number of these questions have to be reviewed particularly around homelessness, so
that there's no prompt in the question. That there is a more generic question and therefore
we get an answer that's based on people's response to a generic question, not one that's a
little loaded up. I don't know any more what the term trust in government refers to. My
sense in talking to a lot of people in the community is that when they disagree with the
council they express the disagreement as a trust issue. That's a big shift over the last ten
years and I think it's a big shift over the last 30 years and we’ve seen that in the pugh
surveys. Increasingly people frame their disagreement around trust rather than just a
disagreement as to policy outcomes but I would like to know more about what do we mean
by trust in government? Our numbers don't seem very bad actually in trust areas but i'm
not sure quite what people mean when they say trust, when we ask them, do you trust. I
don’t know, I'm not sure any of us know what people mean. I don't have a lot of context,
we don't have a lot of context, for the answers to these questions meaning compared to
what? I mean, we know that when close to half of Portland says they generally feel
satisfied, generally think city council is doing okay, we know that's an extraordinarily
different set of numbers than we get for congress. It almost seems like the further away,
the more remote the government, the more people's attitudes shift. But when people are
rating congress in single and low double digits what does it mean that we're close to 50%?
I don't know. What’s the context? How do we compare to other jurisdictions? What's a
benchmark? I don't know the answer. Finally, I found that there was -- I wasn't sold on the
methodology we used as to whether we started with prompting someone with a strongly
agree or strongly disagree. When you look at some of the results, I think they are skewed
by virtue of which came first. If you ask someone a question and say do you strongly
disagree, you are inviting the negative response to the question. If you ask do you strongly
agree you're inviting the positive response to the question. I think the sequence of whether
we start with disagree or agree skews some of the results. I would like to know what a tim
hibbitts or a pro in the field feels like about that because I think that’s just textbook. There's
a lot of stuff in here for us to review but I want to echo something commissioner hardesty
said. I don't think this is as helpful to us until we have worked out some of the bugs and we
have year two data to review including trends. So I would be reluctant to build this too
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much into our budget process particularly because you have been very clear about the
disclaimer that it overrepresents older female homeowners, and therefore even with the
adjustments you've made i'm not sure how representative it is. So I would like specific
feedback not necessarily today from you about how scientific is it, whether you agree that
we should spend a few dollars on hibbits or someone like that. Obviously there's a
procurement issue. What neither satisfied nor dissatisfied means, whether putting the
negative response first skews the reports, whether any of the questions are biased in their
wording, what trust in government means and what's the context for us to evaluate this.
We'll have more context obviously just on a trend line next year, but I think it's a good start.
I think there's some good data to mine here. But I think it has a long way to go and I
strongly urge us to make an investment in bringing a pro in now to make sure we're on the
right track. Thank you very much.
Kinard: Thank you, commissioner. We are happy to look into all those suggestions and
will get back to you on that.
Wheeler: So I’ll let Commissioner Hardesty ask her question, because -- oh, you’re -- I
would suggest -- this is a good starting point and I'm greatly appreciative of this and
obviously there's a lot more follow-up that needs to happen and I would suggest that
perhaps we could take this, digest it, think about the questions as commissioner Fish has
suggested but at this point I would recommend we move the report -Hardesty: So moved.
Wheeler: And then continue those conversations.
Fish: Second.
Wheeler: We have a motion from commissioner hardesty, second from commissioner
Fish. Any further discussion? All in fav – uh sorry. Wrong meeting. [laughter] Karla, please
call the roll.
Hardesty: I really want to appreciate the intentionality that you used in creating this survey
and I want you all to know that my questions have nothing to do with my confidence in
what your vision was as you move forward. I look forward to working with you to make sure
that next year it gets better and the year after that and the year after. That I vote Aye.
Fritz: Very interesting. Thank you for the presentation. If anybody is interested they can go
to Portlandoregon.gov/cbo. Aye.
Fish: Yeah. Thanks for an excellent presentation I do think it's an improvement. The kinds
of issues we flagged in this hearing I think will give us greater confidence in how we use
the data going forward to shape decision making at council. That's our ultimate goal.
Thank you. Aye.
Wheeler: I think this is a really good first step. Yes, we're going to have to continue to
massage this, we’re going to have to think about how we can elicit more specific answers
through the way we ask the questions, commissioner Fish had suggested, but for right now
I want to give you kudos and thank you for all your hard work. I vote Aye. The report is
accepted. To be continued, thank you.
Item 876
Wheeler: Colleagues, council tentatively voted on this item on august 28th and we're back
for adoption of our final decisions and findings. I'll take a motion to deny the appeal, uphold
the decision of the hearings officer, and adopt the finding.
Fish: So moved.
Fritz: Second.
Wheeler: We have a motion from commissioner Fish, a second from commissioner Fritz.
Karla, please call the roll.
Fritz: Thank you, Rebecca Esau, director of the bureau of development services. Thank
you, Marguerite Feuersanger, who is here today, Justin Lindley, mike liefeld, thank you
linly rees in the city attorney's office thank you especially to all the community members
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who voiced their concerns about livability and took time to testified on this matter. Thanks
also to thomas lannom in the revenue division working to get actor compliance across the
board. Aye.
Fish: I just want to associate myself with all the thanks that commissioner Fritz just gave.
We have had a good hearing. We had a good discussion, and i'm going to vote Aye today.
Wheeler: I vote Aye. The motion carries. Thank you. Until, commissioner hardesty will be
back in a minute. I'll move to second readings 883, please.
Item 883
Fish: You want to start with 879?
Wheeler: I have to amend that. So 883, please. Colleagues, item 883 is a second reading.
We have already had a presentation and taken public testimony. Is there any other
business on this item? Karla, please call the roll.
Hardesty: Aye. Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The ordinance is adopted.
Item 884
Wheeler: 884 is also second reading.
Wheeler: Thank you. Karla, please call the roll.
Hardesty: Aye. Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The ordinance is adopted.
Item 879
Wheeler: Back to 879, please. So, colleagues, this is one that I mentioned last week. I
need to make a motion to move substitute documents so that we have the correct union
listed. Could I get a second for my motion to move the substitute documents for 879?
Hardesty: So moved, I mean second.
Wheeler: We have a motion, we have a second from commissioner hardesty. That
substitute document also, Robert, includes an emergency clause is that correct or do I
have to add that?
Moore-Love: It's on the substitute [inaudible] emergency clause.
Wheeler: It’s already on the substitute. Very good. Any further discussion on this item?
Please call the roll.
Hardesty: Aye. Fritz: Aye. Fish: Aye.
Wheeler: Aye. The substitute ordinance is adopted.
Item 880
Wheeler: Next item, 880. We’re going to move it, but we should call it. So colleagues, I
have had a request from commissioner eudaly since she could not be here today, and this
is her item, to move this to september 25th. Is that just the morning session or do we have
a time certain, Karla?
Moore-Love: Just the regular agenda in the morning.
Wheeler: Very good so without objection we'll move that to september 25th per
commissioner eudaly's request.
Item 881
Wheeler: Very good, 881. Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Thank you, mayor. Colleagues, this intergovernmental agreement will allow the city's
open and accountability elections program to use the state's administrative review services
for appeals made by participating candidates and their campaigns. We have been in
discussions with the state regarding the use of their service since last spring and are ready
to move forward with finalizing the agreement. Here to provide a brief presentation is
Susan mottet, the program director.
Susan Mottet, Director, Open & Accountable Elections Program: Thank you, council
members. As commissioner Fritz said this is an intergovernmental agreement that will
allow the program to utilized the state's administrative review services for program appeals
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of director determinations such as certification, match ability and penalties. The city has
used the state services for administrative review in the past. The cost model is per service
so we would only using, paying for appeals that the state actually heard. Since this is the
first election cycle we are not sure how many appeals there will be. But in order to save
costs we did create a mandatory interim step prior to appeal in which the campaign or
member of the public first has the program reconsider its decision before we move to an
appeal that actually costs the city some money. We have asked this to be in effect
immediately as candidates are already able to file for certification, and I'm happy to answer
any questions you may have.
Fritz: I’ll just add one more thing and that is now that the auditor, the reason that we're
doing it with the state is because the auditor said she would not accept the responsibility.
Even though the auditor has now asked for the hearings office to move elsewhere, we still
believe it's the best thing to contract with the state because wherever it is, it's going to be
under an elected official and we want to make sure it's really clear that this appeal is
completely independent.
Wheeler: Very good. Commissioner hardesty, did you have a question? Is there any public
testimony on this item, Karla?
Moore-Love: Yes, we have I believe three people left. Maggie, mike o'callahan and
charles bridgecrane johnson.
Wheeler: Very good. Good morning.
Charles Bridgecrane Johnson: Good morning. Mike, want to go ahead? Maggie?
Mike O’Callahan: Good morning. I just have one simple thank you for getting this through.
I'm going to participate. I have one question, a very fundamental question, and I asked
Multnomah county about this. Why is the program that counts the ballots secret? It's
proprietary. I know that, okay? All across the nation, okay, all ballots are counted by secret
programs, okay? I have litigated this in Alaska and probably six of my nine cases I took to
the state supreme court, a number of them were about this issue, okay? It's a big deal.
That's how trump won. I only got three minutes so I can't tell you all of it, okay, but this is a
fundamental problem. Now there's an open source code program that can be used to
count the ballots, and there is a way that we can cross-check the program to make sure
that it is accountable. At present there is no accountability, as zero. If nobody checks the
test it's always right. I have a fundamental problem in the so-called democracy when votes
are counted in secret. I would appreciate it if the council would change that process.
Fritz: Mr. O’Callahan, this ordinance is about contracting with the state for appeals of the
open and accountable election system. We're not in charge of the county’s election
system.
O’Callahan: I understand that. You're right.
Fritz: So do you support having the state do the appeals of the open and accountable
elections program?
O’Callahan: Well, I thought I would talk to the council about something that they are
ignorant about, so thank you for the opportunity and I’ll cease my testimony.
Hardesty: So actually we're not ignorant about it at all, sir.
O’Callahan: Yeah, you are.
Hardesty: I will tell you that we have one of the most secure election systems in the
country and if you ever had any questions you could actually go and watch people count
ballots at the Multnomah county elections office. So we are very aware because all of us
actually want, need people to count ballots to make sure we get elected, right? So we're
not ignorant about the issue. It is a county issue and I believe that we have one of the best,
most public systems in the united states of america. So thank you for bringing the issue
but luckily Oregon is a nonissue.
O’Callahan: It's a secret program.
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Hardesty: Nothing secret about it.
O’Callahan: [laughs]
Wheeler: Good morning. Maggie, do you want to go next?
Maggie: I'll let charles go.
Charles Bridgecrane Johnson: Good morning, Charges bridgecrane johnson for the
record, and I want to thank amanda Fritz for moving this forward. I would say that because
we have just gone a little sidebar on transparency in elections, on like the third page of the
pdf, where I think it’s actually the state's document, you'll notice that at the bottom we have
completely x’d out a bunch of, literally, a bunch of capital letter X’s block out the identifying
information, I think it’s page three of the pdfs, it’s not quite a full page of the state's
response but there's supposed to be identifying information for the city official that's
responsible and everything, their email address, their identity is x’d out, and it's just
strange. I don't think it's any reason to vote against having the state offices. The one thing I
wasn't able to really be clear about is the locations where if a candidate does take this up,
you know the state obviously has a lovely office building with a pseudo dome on it across
the river. So where does a candidate go for this administrative process?
Fritz: If they go to the open and accountable elections office. The reason it's x’d out is
because this is a standard form. If we were to put -- currently it will have susan mottet’s
name in it, but the ordinance –
Johnson: Gotcha. So it’s like a sample form, and then whenever is appropriate at the time
-Fritz: If there's a new director then they still use that form, and that’s why – it’s not that
there – it wasn't a name there in the first place. It was just an opening.
Johnson: Just a blank. Okay, thank you very much for all you’ve done on this.
Fritz: People can go either to the open and accountable elections folks which will have a
location as soon as we get that figured out but also in the meantime they can come to our
office if they have a -Johnson: But if the state runs, if somebody does use the hearings they don't have to go to
salem to have their hearing? The state can telepresence and do it on the state facility here
in the Portland city limits?
Fritz: I'll ask the director that question. Thank you.
Johnson: Thanks very much.
Wheeler: Thank you. Good morning.
Maggie: Hi, I'm maggie, Portland homeless town hall. Jo ann I really liked your response
about open elections and we do comparatively to other states. However, we could always
use improvement here and there. And we should never stop monitoring or let up. It goes
back to Fish's question about trust in government, which is in a democracy, of course we
should never trust government, we should always be monitoring government. So we
should always be checking to make sure that they are openly counting those ballots even
when they say they are doing it, we should really check, you know, citizens should check
and make sure. So that's all I want to say about that. So I'm for open and accountable and
more open and more accountable and more fair. The fairer the better. So, that’s all, and
can I just say real quick on the addiction thing i'm so glad that I was here today. That was
an honor and a privilege to have the wellbriety people here. I have been sitting shiva for
someone who passed away on september 2nd, and this morning I had the opportunity to
witness someone shatter their meth pipe in front of me. I'm not an addict. That's not my
issue, however, I have had addiction in my family, and I have seen it. And so to see this
woman come to this point and hopefully now she will have the support she needs to
continue her liberation, that concern, and Ted, I want to say I was shocked about your
honesty about you saying 3% of the budget goes for actual services.
Wheeler: Prevention.
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Maggie: Yeah, I would like to hear more of that type of thing from you because I would like
to talk about percentage of budget that actually goes to services for all sorts of things.
Wheeler: Thank you, Maggie. Appreciate it.
Maggie: Okay, thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you both.
Hardesty: Maggie, that was the most succinct presentation you've done in some while and
you actually covered four areas. So I'm very impressed that you got all four areas covered
in your three minutes –
Wheeler: With time to spare.
Hardesty: Even beat. Thank you very much. Appreciate it.
Maggie: Okay.
Fritz: Director, Mottet –
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: Could you come up and answer the question, please?
Wheeler: Ah, very good.
Mottet: Yes. The question was whether appellants have to travel down to salem in order to
have their appeals heard and the answer is no. There are Portland locations that the state
administrative judges use.
Fritz: Thank you.
Hardesty: Thank you.
Wheeler: Terrific. Any further discussion on this item? It's an emergency item. Please call
the roll.
Hardesty: I just want to really appreciate commissioner Fritz' hard work to be very
intentional about making sure that we're crossing all the t’s and dotting the all the I’s and
it’s just one more come component to make sure that regular people have the opportunity
to run and serve on this prestigious board. I vote Aye.
Fritz: I am really excited that several candidates are now using the program. They are out
there collecting signatures that they have to file by petition. I encourage people to get to
know who is running and participate in our democracy. Thank you very much to susan
mottet, to senior policy advisor cristina nieves for all of your work on this. Aye.
Fish: Aye.
Wheeler: I want to thank commissioner Fritz for her continued leadership and I want to
thank the folks at the state of Oregon for also working with the city on this. I think this is a
very, very good arrangement and I strongly support it. I vote Aye. The ordinance is
adopted.
Item 882
Wheeler: Next item 882, please.
Fritz: I’d like to pull this back to my office, please.
Wheeler: Well, that's no fun.
Fritz: It’ll come back.
Wheeler: Very good. Commissioner Fritz, without objection, we'll pull it back to your office.
And that leaves us with item 878 from the consent agenda which was pulled.
Item 878
Wheeler: Very good, and who pulled this item?
Moore-Love: Dan handelman.
Wheeler: Dan did? And do we have somebody from the police bureau here to, or from risk
management? Very good. Dan, why don't we hear from you first just so we understand
what your questions are and then we can hear from the other folks. Why don’t you come
on up, sir. Good morning.
Dan Handelman: Good morning, mayor Wheeler and commissioners. I'm dan handelman
with Portland cop watch. And I actually would prefer for the presentation to happen before I
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speak because -Wheeler: If that's the case i'm happy to do it that.
Handelman: Okay.
Wheeler: Okay, very good. Come on up. Good morning. Thank you for being here and if
you could just identify yourselves for the record, we’d appreciate it.
Jessica Bird, Risk Management: My name is jessica bird and I’m a senior liability analyst
with risk management and today I brought with me acting lieutenant nathan sheppard with
professional standards.
Wheeler: Thanks, lieutenant.
Bird: This lawsuit arises out of a suspect misidentification on november 13, 2016. Mr.
Martinez was walking on a sidewalk downtown at the tail end of a procession of protesters
who were engaged in an anti-trump march. Three nights earlier a protester had caused
significant property damage to city businesses by smashing their property with a baseball
bat. A Portland police officer observed mr. Martinez in the crowd and broadcast over the
police radio that they believed they had identified the suspect from the earlier property
damage case. Mr. Martinez was taken to the ground, handcuffed and released 20 minutes
later when it was determined he was not the suspect in the property damage case. In his
October 11th, 2018 lawsuit against the city of Portland and the Portland police bureau, Mr.
martinez alleged battery, that the officers ignored his complaints that his handcuffs were
too tight, violation of civil rights and negligent supervision and training. He alleged that as a
result of the encounter he sustained injuries to his knees, chest, left shoulder, nerve
damage to both wrists, mental anguish, disruption of sleep and humiliation. In addition to
medical expenses of $944 and wage loss of $215.25, he demanded noneconomic
damages totaling $75,000. The parties engaged in a mediation and were able to reach an
agreement for $15,000 inclusive of those medical expenses, wage loss and attorney fees.
Approval of this ordinance will allow risk to pay mr. Martinez through his attorney for the
agreed settlement totaling $15,000.
Wheeler: Very good. It's my understanding somebody handed me an email earlier that
there's been a change to policy since that time.
Bird: That's correct, and -Wheeler: So what mine says is it now incorporates a two-officer identification requirement
so it cannot just be one officer. In addition, it looks like on-scene supervisors also have to
determine if an arrest is necessary is that correct?
Bird: That's correct.
Wheeler: And it says taking into consideration the totality of the circumstances. So it
sounds like there has been an effort to address this from a policy perspective.
Bird: Yes.
Wheeler: Lieutenant, anything else to add?
Lieutenant Nathan Sheppard, Portland Police Bureau: No, sir.
Wheeler: Very good. Any questions? All right. We'll hear from mr. Handelman. Thank you
for being here. Thank you for the presentation.
Handelman: Once again mayor and commissioners. I’m dan handelman with Portland cop
watch and I appreciates having discussion first because now I’ve learned that at least
some of the concerns of our organization may have been addressed by this policy change.
You know, I read the news articles about mr. Martinez being mistaken for an Africanamerican suspect in this case. I mean he's latin-x. There were previous cases that came
before the citizen review committee. One of them, I think it was 2014, Lisa haynes was an
African-american woman who was mistaken for a latino male who was a head taller than
she was. Another, the first case that ever went to city council through the citizen review
committee was a man named merrick bonneau, whose brother, who, merrick is mixed
race, his brother is white, but merrick was mistaken for his brother and he was arrested
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and taken down brutally by the police, so I’m hoping this new policy is going to stop this
from happening, albeit we have only seen a few cases stretched out over the years, but
these are the ones that we’ve seen publicly. A lot of these cases happen and we don't
hear about them. But also, you know, i'm here two weeks after I came before you after
pulling a shooting settlement off the consent agenda saying these are cases that should be
talked in public and this is exactly why so that we can learn about the things that the police
are doing to make sure these things don't happen again. I really appreciate that we’re
having this discussion but we wouldn't have if I had not pulled it off the consent agenda.
So I’m hoping, you know, there are a lot of cases of police car accidents including one that
you considered this morning that come before you when I pull them off the agenda to talk
about them. They’re usually not about misconduct. I counted in last two months six
settlements for $385,853 that have come before you. Now that could be another trend that
could be looked at and talked about. I'm not urging that because, you know, we're
interested in the accountability issue but that may be an accountability issue if you're
having that many accidents with police cars. I'm not sure, you know, how much, when we
had this discussion about mr. Perkins' settlement a few weeks ago, why there was no
discussion among council members about this most serious kind of case with deadly force
whether the city attorney is warning you against saying anything. I would like to hear them
cite a single incident where a discussion at city council about a settlement has adversely
affected the outcome, because I really think we need to have, like I said, we really need
these public discussions about these things. Just following up on what I testified about last
week, we had to submit written testimony but appreciate commissioner Fish reading some
of that into the record about the police review board that cases like this, the officers who
misidentify or the officer who misidentified mr. Martinez maybe have had a misconduct
investigation done and the outcome would have been in the police review board report but
we haven't seen a police review board report this year. There are supposed to be two
every year under the ordinance. It's now almost the end of september and there’s still no
police review board report for this year.
Wheeler: Thank you. Commissioner Hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, dan, for your presentation. As you know, normally I pull police
settlement agreements off the consent agenda because like you I agree that we should
have those conversations in public. I did not pull this one because I had already been
informed that you had requested to have it pulled. I absolutely agree that I think risk
management needs to do an assessment of just how much money we pay out on
settlements for auto accidents, especially, because like you i'm very concerned that that
seems to be just a never-ending process, right? Sometimes it really can't be helped but I
think that there should be service improvements that come about because of that. In any
settlement that we're paying out having to do with personal injury to an individual I agree
should be a public conversation. So thank you for being here.
Charles Bridgecrane Johnson: Still good morning for five minutes. Good morning,
Commissioners.
Wheeler: Good morning.
Johnson: Charles bridgecrane johnson for the record. Mostly I just want to be on record to
thank mr. Martinez for seeking out richard davis and strongly advocating for his civil rights
and police accountability for every one plaintiff that does this I think that many of us believe
and there's evidence of other people who have had civil rights violations by the police and
just have not had the wherewithal to come through and make it go on the record and to get
a monetary form of justice even if they don't see a complete apology. Some of the bigger
picture that's evolved with mr. Handelman's testimony I think while the oir report is focused
on hopefully prevention and elimination of officer-involved shootings, I think maybe in the
future there should be constituent responses if not from the police department at least from
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risk management so that we also see in addition to the tragic human impact when people
are hit by Portland police bullets the negative impact that taxpayers have so I don't know if
we have ever paired that information about oir reviewing in the past, which people have
bene involved in officer-involved shootings and also at the same time said and this has led
to 14 tort litigations that totaled up to x number of dollars. Which of course is a burden
borne solely by taxpayers because we don't have police accountability where individual
cops are hardly ever held responsible for their actions. Thank you for your attention to this
matter with mr. Martinez. I was curious as to how the other larger dollar settlement didn't
get pulled. But of course, it's just traffic but those also situations where the bodies and
families of our friends and neighbors have incurred pain and trauma. Hopefully we can
keep raising the bar and see real progress and a decline on incidents like these. And also
in one of the earlier things when we talked about the survey and the 50% local approval,
we need some baselining information to know how is the city, the city's risk exposure, the
amount we're paying out, are we at least doing better than the average for other
municipalities in the country or are we not getting good results from our efforts to manage
risk and we're actually paying out disproportionately high amount compared to other
municipalities? Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you. And with that, Karla, please call the roll.
Hardesty: Aye.
Fritz: It's regrettable this event happened and we're sorry. I'm glad that policy changes
have been made. Aye.
Fish: Aye.
Wheeler: This is obviously a regrettable situation, but I want to somewhat disagree, in fact
I want to strenuously disagree with the assumption that police are not held accountable for
their actions. This is a situation where in fact the police bureau is being held accountable
for its actions. As police commissioner I get the stack of police discipline memos and they
range from very small transgressions to significant transgressions. Even truthfulness can
be a cause for termination of a police officer and I will just say there's no bureau where
individual accountability is taken more seriously or people are held more accountable than
in the police bureau. The second thing I want to mention is that we should not assume
malice in this or any other case. It is very possible that the officer thought with good
reason, with good intentions that this was the correct individual and that they were looking
for the individual. It obviously turned out it was not the right individual. That is a problem.
I'm glad to see that the police bureau in response to the problem did change policy to
make sure that going forward we don't have this kind of regrettable situation like we did in
this particular case. The final thing I want to point out is the reason these come to council
as consent items is that this is already a negotiated settlement. This is what the victim in
this case, the individual who was wrongly identified as being a perpetrator of a crime, and
we all acknowledge that he was wrongly identified and we're all sorry that he was wrongly
identified but this is what he and his representation have met and agreed to with the city's
representation. So really the question before us is do we accept what they have
collectively come to as an amicable or acceptable agreement or don't we. That is a
separate conversation from the policy discussions that mr. Handelman raised. He raised
legitimate policy questions, I do not deny that. It is important that we be transparent and
clear with the public about how policy is changing to address these issues, why policy is
changing to address these issues, and how successful those policy changes ultimately are
in solving the problem. But I want to keep separate the question of the settlement, which
has been agreed upon from questions around policing policy, which while important is
somewhat separate from the question of whether or not we accept this settlement that's
been agreed to. I vote Aye. The ordinance is adopted and we're adjourned.
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At 12:00 p.m., Council recessed.
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Wheeler: All right. Good afternoon, everyone. Welcome to Portland city hall, this is the
wednesday afternoon september 18th session of the Portland city council. We welcome
you all. Karla, please call the roll.
Hardesty: Here.
Fritz: Here, I mean sorry [laughter]. I was just so sure you –
Wheeler: [laughter] Sorry. Take two –
Fritz: Take two.
Wheeler: Take two. [laughter]
Fritz: Sorry.
Wheeler: Karla, good afternoon.
Moore-Love: Good afternoon.
Wheeler: Please call the roll.
Hardesty: Here. Eudaly: Fritz: Here. Fish:
Wheeler: Here [laughter]. And now we're going to hear from legal counsel on the rules of
decorum. I think we can give the short version today.
Naomi Sheffield, Deputy City Attorney: Well, the shortened version, i'll wing this then.
Welcome to city council. The city council is an opportunity for all Portlanders to speak, so
please speak when your turn is given. Please don't boo or hiss if you want to express
agreement, raise your thumbs and if you want to express disagreement, you can give a
thumbs down.
Item 885
Wheeler: Perfect. Well done. Thank you. So Karla we have one item this afternoon. Could
you please read the item. Colleagues, i'd like to start by thanking commissioner Fritz and
her entire team for bringing this proclamation to the city council. I’d also like to thank Ivan
hernandez, pepe muscoso?
Pepe Moscoso, Surreal Pop Artist Gallery Owner and Educator: Moscoso.
Wheeler: Moscoso. Thank you, sir. Javarr requena and tatiana elejalde for coming to
council today to speak in support of this important proclamation. It's important for us as a
city to recognize how members of our community have contributed to economic growth,
culture, and civil rights. I'd like to take this moment to recognize the sheer number of latinx
civil servants and their many contributions to our city. Thank you for your service to our
community, thank you for your service to the city of Portland. I'm proud of Portland status
as a sanctuary city. Under my leadership as mayor, the city of Portland will remain a
welcoming, safe, and inclusive place for all people regardless of their immigration status.
Commissioner Fritz, thank you for bringing this forward today.
Fritz: Thank you for cosponsoring this year's latinx heritage month proclamation with me
mayor. It's also my honor to welcome all of our guests, including our speakers, ivan
Hernandez, who’s communication manager for immigration rights organization, causa, and
pepe moscoso, surreal pop artist, gallery owner and educator. Thank you both for being
here, if you'd like to come on up. The theme for the 2019 hispanic heritage month is
hispanic americans, a history of serving our nation. The city employs many veterans,
including -- javarr Requena who is also joining us today. Javarr served in the army, works
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for the bureau of human resources and is a latinx pdx affinity group member. It's nice to
see you all here along with Tatiana elejalde, and we'll hear from Ivan first, please.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Fritz: At least that's what my notes say. If that’s not what you were going to do, just take it
away.
Ivan Hernandez: Wait, who, who starts? Me? I guess I’ll start. Good afternoon, everybody.
My name is Ivan hernandez, I am with causa, which is Oregon's immigrant rights
organization. And i'm here to say, well first thank you for acknowledging the contributions
and the culture that communities bring and enrich our city with. And I wanted to let you
know a little bit about causa. Causa in the past year, we've advocated and lobbied for
different policy, including the driver, uh hb2015, which is driver's license bill that will grant
driver's licenses to all of Oregon's residents regardless of immigration status, and just this
past fall, well I guess last fall in 2018, we helped protect our state's sanctuary law when
over 63% of Oregonians agreed with us, with the city of Portland that we should not be
profiled by the way we look or the way we talk. Also I want to thank the city of Portland not
only for being a sanctuary city, but also for the task force and work group that works to
protect those, and also thank you for your support on universal representation which
allows all people in the state, you know legal counsel when they are needed. As we know,
unfortunately, some people as young as 2 years old have to represent themselves in
immigration court, and with this fund and support from the city of Portland, and you know,
people have legal assistance and have an attorney there present with them now to be able
to defend themselves. We're also happy to announce that we were able to expand that
because of our work here in the city of Portland statewide, so thank you so much for that.
And also mention that we have come a long ways, but we still have a long ways to go. We
have to protect the gains we made and strive to do more. But thank you all for being here,
thank you for once again acknowledging our community, acknowledging our culture, and
thank you for what you've done for our communities and we hope to keep working
together. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Moscoso: Good afternoon, mayor wheeler and city of Portland commissioners. My name
is pepe, I am a visual artist, cultural art producer, and creative consultant and as well
lawyer in mexico. I have been living in Portland for the last 14 years. And as I say i'm
originally from Mexico. Maybe you notice my accent from Portland. I’m just kidding
[laughter]. For me it's a pleasure to be here and talk about the importance of the latinos in
our community. You know, as an immigrant we wear many hats. Why, because we are
moving from our own culture to be the best version of ourselves in the place we are now
living. As an immigrant wearing these hats, we try to bring the best of our own nation, not
just as hard workers, as well as artists, producers, all the cultural elements that create our
own identity. For me, being bold in all these projects and programs due to the past 14
years in Portland, Oregon, help me to understand how important we are, how important we
are here in the nation and how much we are putting on the table to create and build a
better nation. As well, you know every person that move and install themself in a new
place to live, they have challenge and opportunities. And as an artist and as a producer,
we learn from these challenges and we take the best opportunity to do the best for the
community, and for our families. You know, now we have many mexican-american living in
the united states, and as a 100% mexican I now want to give the best to my kids, to tell
them where are their roots, and where are we coming from, and what we are now doing
here as latinos living in the united states. It's a pleasure to be here, and I want to finish my
conversation with one quote, and had been very important for me, “The need for
connection and community is primal, as a fundamental as the need for air, water, and
food.” Dean Ornish. We need community. We need to build relations. This is the time that
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we are changing. We are becoming world citizens, and we need to accept each other and
I'm going to end my conversation with this question, with these questions, all right? Why
we don't accept the change? Why taking us so much to understand that now we are
building a nation of many people from many places and many colors. Thank you. Gracias.
Wheeler: Thank you. Appreciate it.
Javarr Requena, Bureau of Human Resources, Latinx PDX Affinity Group: Okay, I’m
going to go. How you doing? My name is javarr requena. I am an immigrant, came here on
a visa, well, actually I was already in the states but I had a green card growing up before I
joined the military. I spent eight years in the military in the 82nd Airborne Division out of fort
bragg. I've been to iraq, afghanistan, traveled most of this world to defend this country.
Being a person that comes from outside of this country, and defend it as I am an american,
because I am, that's what I feel like that I am, I shed blood like everyone else did, carried
bodies through the medivacs through taking bullets, taking enemy fire, the whole shebang.
War, war is hell. To be honest with you. It doesn’t matter, the bullet doesn't matter what
color or race you are, where you come from, it doesn't matter. It matters the person to your
left and your right, make sure they come back home. That's what matters. It doesn't matter
because they come from the same country you come from, the United States of America.
And those things are important. I think as a country we've lost those ideas of partnership,
brotherhood and everything else that comes along with living the american way. Another
saying is, as american as american pie. But I think that’s changed a lot because we, it’s a
melting pot of different cultures and I think we need to accept those things as something
that as a country of immigrants we've lost that. And we should do more to accept one
another because that's what makes america great, is each other. Everyone comes with
different, unique differences, different backgrounds. The cool thing about the 82nd was it
was called the all-americans for a reason. That's the nickname of the 82nd airborne
division. It’s people from across this country, my best friend was a caucasian fellow, was
irish, from west virginia. And we share a lot of different similarities. We both grew up poor,
he had a taste for mountain dew I could not understand [laughter]. He couldn't even
explain to me why that was just his drink of choice. But we became best friends and I still
talk to him to this day. I still love that guy. It's the bonds you build, the brotherhood you
have, the blood brothers that would, you would never forget. You remember the times
when times are hard, when it's difficult, when you are in enemy fire and stuff that you can't
really truly get out of, but it is the people to your left and your right who you depend on.
Those are the things that matter, that's america in a nutshell. It’s depending on one
another. And being an employee within the city, i'm thankful for just having this platform to
express those ideals. I've been in the city for five years, as an employee, but i've been
living in the city for ten years. And as a city of Portland's progressive, I mean of course a
lot of things need to change, like anything else, but as a city entity, we should do more for
veterans. I think i've been on this platform before, explaining that, that veterans need help.
But there's a lot of us that's out here just want to be part of something bigger. We just don't
have the opportunity or know how to reach out to even do those things because we're not
from that. We're [laughter] very selfless, in other words, we rather let someone else take
the position than ourselves because in our minds, they deserve it more. But we all deserve
to kind of be selfish sometimes to actually take the step and move forward. But I thank you
for giving the platform, thank you for the organization, thank you for allowing me to talk.
Thank you so much.
Wheeler: Thank you for speaking. We appreciate it. Commissioner hardesty.
Hardesty: Thank you, mayor. I want to thank you for your service.
Requena: Thank you.
Hardesty: As a former navy vet myself, I can tell you that you are absolutely correct, that
we don't honor veterans enough in this city. I spoke at the stand down on september the
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11th and it kind of breaks your heart to think people gave so much, and get so little back.
And so I really appreciate you being here –
Requena: Thank you.
Hardesty: And I appreciate you sharing your story. And we can and must do better by
veterans. Thank you.
Wheeler: Thank you.
Hardesty: Thank you all.
Fritz: Thank you all for being here. Now mayor wheeler is going -- that's the end of your
presentation, right?
Requena: Yeah.
Fritz: Yeah?
Hardesty: Yeah, right.
Fritz: Now I believe that, the next -- what i've got in my instructions which I try to follow my
staff's instructions is that mayor wheeler is going to read the english version, then tatiana
elejalde of the office of equity and human rights and also a latinx pdx member is going to
read the spanish version. After that we'll have council comments and then photographs
and cheering and celebrations.
Wheeler: Very good. So, I like to start these off by saying these are more than words to
us, these are values that the council has ascribed to that we agree with. And by extension,
the community. Whereas Portlanders self-identify as hispanic, latino, latinx, chicano,
indigenous or country of origin american, in this heritage extends historically over five
centuries thriving as a consistent and vital influence in our country's food, culture,
language, economic growth, and prosperity. And whereas latinx culture is tied to
indigenous african, asian, and Iberian ancestry and historical roots. The rich tapestry of our
culture recognizes that latinx are multiracial, multicultural, and multilingual. The latinx
population represents people with origins from the caribbean, central america, north
america, south america, and many, many other places around the world. And whereas,
growing at the same pace as the nation, Oregon's most recent data shows that 13.3% of
the state's population is now latinx. Since 2010, Oregon has added nearly 91,000 latinx
residents. In Portland, there are 67,551 people of latinx descent, making up 10.9% of the
city's population. While Portland's overall population grew by 1.3% between 2016-2017,
the rate of growth for the city's latinx population was 3.8% during the same time period.
Whereas in 2017, 66.4% of latinx in Portland were native born, growing by 12%, while the
foreign born population has grown by 1%. The median age for latinx in Portland is 28.4
years. One in four kindergarteners identify as latinx. And whereas, latinx have supported
Portland's economy with myriad of contributions in the fields of commerce, science,
technology, public health, health, agriculture, winemaking, dairy, and many, many more
areas. Today their purchasing power in Portland is nearly $4 billion, and 15,000
businesses are owned by latinx entrepreneurs. Whereas people of latinx heritage are often
subject to discrimination and underrepresentation. And whereas Portland recognizes the
many organizations, institutions, and people supporting the latinx community to overcome
disparities in economic and housing opportunities, as well as health and educational
outcomes, working tirelessly to ensure that they remain a flourishing community. And
whereas, continued access to jobs and livable wages for Oregon latinx is essential for our
state to thrive, latinx currently make up 7.1% of the city of Portland's workforce. To help
connect more latinx to city jobs, and to support them throughout their careers with the city
of Portland, the latinx pdx city employee affinity group was reestablished in 2014. Latin pdx
has reached over 80 members and continues to grow. And whereas, city staff members in
the latinx community stand in solidarity, solidarity with other communities of color and
members of marginalized groups who continue to face discrimination and
underrepresentation and are committed to working in unity to dismantle systems of
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oppression. And now therefore, I ted wheeler, the mayor of the city of Portland, Oregon,
the city of roses, do hereby proclaim september 15th to october 15th, 2019, to be latinx
heritage month in Portland and encourage all residents to observe this month. Thank you.
Tatiana Elejalde, Office of Equity and Human Rights: Thank you, mayor wheeler.
[applause] I'm Tatiana elejalde, proud immigrant from colombia. And I work for the office of
equity and human rights. [translates proclamation into spanish] [applause]
Wheeler: Thank you. And does that complete the presentation?
Fritz: That completes the presentation. If either of you would like to say anything, and then
I have closing comments.
Hardesty: I just want to thank each of you for coming here, and I think it's absolutely
fabulous that commissioner Fritz and mayor wheeler cosponsored this ordinance today.
It's important that we recognize all the cultures that call Portland home. And so thanks for
being here. [applause]
Wheeler: I don't, I don’t have a great speech, but I just wanted to say thanks, I appreciate
this, and i'm just curious, how many of you are members of latinx pdx? So quite a few.
That's great. And so we'd like to obviously see that continue to grow. Speaking now as part
of the city team here, I think it's really important to help not only expand the reach of our
community here in Portland and potentially share ideas about who else we should be
encouraging to come and work with us here on our important mission at the city of
Portland, but it also I think helps people who are coming from other places who work for
the city of Portland to feel more welcomed and more connected to what we're doing here.
We know that we're pretty good at recruiting, we're less than pretty good when it comes to
making sure that people feel connected and supported in their jobs here, and so retention
really needs to continue to be something important that we do. And I really resounded with
the comments about the importance in this day and age of feeling like you belong. At a
time where it just seems as a society we're hell bent on dividing people, this is an
opportunity to really bring people together and stand not only for them as individuals, but
also stand for really important values that are being tested during these difficult times. So
we are trying to counter the tide of negativity and hostility and hate and division by being
supportive and inclusive in bringing people together. And this is one really cool way that I
think all of us here at the city of Portland are working with community groups and leaders
in the community to really try and live that value. So my hat's off to you. I salute you. It's
not all sitting in city hall. I've been handed this little memo, there's fun associated with this.
And it says, following the council presentation, all are welcome to join us in the city hall
atrium for refreshments and entertainment. So that sounds like a lot of fun, particularly
given that we have a relatively short agenda today. So the atrium is downstairs, fun,
refreshments, music, a dj, it should be really cool.
Hardesty: Are you going to sing? [laughter]
Wheeler: No, i'm going to do you all a favor, because I like many of you here in this room,
so i'm not going to sing today. But I would have a simple request. I'd like it if we could
please gather here in front –
Fritz: Uh, I’d like –
Wheeler: Commissioner Fritz, i'm sorry.
Fritz: That's all right.
Wheeler: I apologize.
Fritz: That’s all right.
Wheeler: After commissioner Fritz if we could just gather for a photograph, that’d be a lot
of fun. Thank you, Commissioner Fritz.
Fritz: You do usually get to do the -- have the last word but this time I thought I would, you
know.
Wheeler: You’ve earned it. You’ve earned it.
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Fritz: And we do want to thank, the refreshments are courtesy of el coqui which is Puerto
rican cuisine, and there are special performances by joaquin lopez and Michael cavazos
and dj chaach. So we appreciate them for their sharing their time and talents. I am really
grateful to each one of you for coming today, and for javarr and Tatiana, our great city
employees for the work that you do each and every day. Our latinx community is resilient,
diverse, brilliant, has so much to offer our community and indeed does give so much to our
community. And i'm really grateful that each of you took the time to come today, for the
work that the latinx pdx and the affinity group does with our city jobs in providing support,
i've been a long-time supporter of the affinity groups and I think it's really important that not
only do we share our diversity in different situations, with different kinds of people, but
occasionally we get together and talk about the ways that each of our affinity groups has
similarities and challenges and how do we address those and celebrate those. I have seen
the value that the latinx pdx has done, you cocreated a culturally specific leadership
development program, you coordinated a know your rights panel, you hosted a deferred
action for childhood arrivals exhibit, curated an interactive art installation in the Portland
building, you've informed policy developments and much, much more. And so i'm very
grateful all this has been on personal time, we really appreciate that. We're going to be
bringing to council a recommendation created in -- as well -- with the partnership of human
resources to actually have paid time for attending affinity groups meetings so that people
don't have to feel torn between their job and putting in this extra -- this other special work.
We also thank biketown and the Portland bureau of transportation for sponsoring heritage
month activities, including a lunchtime bike ride from terry schrunk plaza to kiosko coffee
tomorrow morning. Commissioner eudaly and commissioner Fish are both sick this
afternoon. I know that they are both wishing they could be here. And we thank the Portland
bureau of transportation in particular. Oh, here's something interesting. Biketown is rolling
out a limited number of latinx cultures themed bikes as part of their culture connection.
One of the latinx bikes will be displayed downstairs during the reception following this
presentation. So there's another reason to go down and have a look what's going on there.
And finally, thank you for this year's 2019 latinx heritage month planning committee.
Cynthia castro from my office, linda castillo from civic life, Tatiana elejalde from the office
of equity and human rights, francisca garfia of the office of management and finance,
samuel garcia from the bureau of planning and sustainability, tony garcia from the city
attorney's office, erich pacheco from the water bureau and michelle rodriguez from civic
life. Thank you all for all the time that you put in and for celebrating here today. Now we
can do the picture. [applause]
Wheeler: Thank you. And Karla, we are adjourned.
At 2:31 p.m., Council adjourned.
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